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Abstract
A technique for spatial compensator design is developed for the active vibration damping
of interconnected flexible structures. Spatially gain weighted (shaded) distributed
transducers are utilized in order to'shape' the system's forward-loop transfer function,
thereby increasing control effectiveness by increasing loop gain over a specified bandwidth.
To quantify the effects of transducer shading, a finite element model is used in the derivation
of transducer modal coefficients. The nth modal coefficient is shown to be the integral of the
transducer's spatial distribution times the nth mode shape. For distributed induced-strain
transducers, integration by parts is employed to obtain two additional methods of calculation:
the integral of modal curvature times the transducer's shadinr and the integral of modal
slope times the first spatial derivative of the shading. These integrals are evaluated
numerically, using linear interpolation of modal quantities between finite element nodes.
Modal curvature is estimated by fitting piecewise cubic polynomials to the finite element
modal slope data and analytically differentiating to obtain modal curvature. Requirements
for distributed parameter transducer colocation are developed, showing sensor and actuator
nondimensional spatial distributions must be equal. Proof is given of the interlacing of poles
and zeros of the open-loop system as a result of colocEted transducers as well as the system's
strictly minimum phase and positive-real characteristics. A colocation 'robustness' test is
developed for assessing the stability implications of miscolocated transducers for a given
compensator.
In order to illustrate the spatial compensator design methodology, three spatial
compensator designs are developed for a 56" X 59" nine-bay aluminum grillage. Colocated
transducer locations and spatial distributions are chosen to shape the system's loop transfer
function, making modal coefficients 'large' within the 22 Hz, 8-mode control bandwidth, and
'small' for higher frequency modes of vibration while remaining simple to implement in
hardware. Two of the designs employ mixed transducer types. The resulting transducer
suite consists of shaded piezoelectric polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) bimorph
actuators and accelerometer sensors, and a lead-zircon-titanate (PZT) actuator/PVDF sensor
pair.
The associated decentralized single-input/single-output (SISO) temporal compensator
designs are based upon a generalized wave equation representation of the plant; colocated
transducers are assumed. An integral transformation is utilized to reduce the representation
to a canonical second-order variable structure form. A variable structure controller is then
developed assuming no prior knowledge of the temporal plant model. For the case of vibra-
tion damping, the equivrlent control reduces to output velocity feedback. Temporal
compensator design is linked to spatial compensator design by showing the dependency of
the maximum velocity feedback gain on transducer modal coefficients. In order to augment
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vibration damping performance, a nonlinear controller is developed by selectively increasing
the velocity feedback control with a constrained nonlinear gain profile.
Closed-loop control experiments were performed in order to demonstrate the utility of the
compensator design technique on a dynamically complex, interconnected structure: a 56" X
59" nine-bay aluminum grillage. Both velocity feedback and nonlinear dissipative temporal
compensator designs were evaluated. Two independent SISO control loops were employed,
utilizing shaded PVDF bimorph actuators and accelerometer sensors. For a band-limited
transient disturbance exciting the first twelve modes of vibration (up to 40 Hz), the
experiment showed a decrease in settling time from over 30 seconds to less than 8 seconds.
For a band-limited stochastic input with a 2-22 Hz bandwidth, disturbance attenuation up to
8 dB was shown by the velocity feedback controller and up to 14 dB by the nonlinear con-
troller. In order to assess the model robustness of the compensator design, modifications
were made to the experimental plant, removing one of the nine elements altogether and
shortening another to approximately one-third its nominal length, changing plant natural
frequencies up to 21.2%. The closed-loop vibration damping experiments were repeated with
no change to the temporal compensator used in the previous tests. Similar closed-loop
vibration damping performance was observed, exhibiting significant compensator robustness
to plant variations.
Thesis committee:
Dr. James E. Hubbard, Jr., Chairman
Prof. Derek Rowell
Prof. Jean-Jacques E. Slotine
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1. Introduction
1.1 Compensator characteristics for flexible structures
Recently, a significant amount of interest has been focused on the active
control of vibrations in high-precision structures [1.1-1.6]. Due to stringent
performance and bandwidth requirements and operating environment
constraints, the capabilities of passive damping applications can be exceeded,
requiring active control techniques. Theoretically possessing an infinite
number of vibrational modes [1.7], flexible structures differ significantly and
fundamentally from lumped parameter systems, presenting significant
challenges for the controls designer.
For example, a large number of vibrational modes can lie within the
desired control bandwidth. A recent model of the Space Station Freedom
estimated 150 modes of vibration under 5 Hz [1.8]. It follows that these
modes are also closely spaced, and may not be, in fact, individually
resolvable.
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To further complicate matters, it is difficult to accurately predict the
dynamics of a flexible structure. In an experiment on the CalTech Flexible
Truss, Balas and Doyle noted an average error in predicting natural
frequencies of over 22% for the first five modes of vibration [1.9]. Flexible
structures also typically possess lightly-damped vibrational modes that are
especially problematic if model-based compensators (MBC) are employed,
since MBCs essentially "invert" the plant's dynamics and models may have
large parameter errors [1.6,1.9-1.16].
Model-based compensators also encounter practical implementation
problems. Because high-order plant dynamics can exist within the control
bandwidth, the compensator truth- and design-plant-model are of similar
high order. This requires the MBCs to be of equally high order which can
lead to numerical computation difficulties.
With the inherent difficulties associated with model-based compensators,
the use of single-input/single-output (SISO) non-modal dissipative controllers
becomes very attractive. Local velocity feedback is such a controller and it
can be employed to effectively damp vibrations from a flexible structure. It is
unstructured, however, in the sense that one cannot alter the local velocity
feedback temporal controller to enhance damping in a particular mode or
modal group. By employing shaded distributed transducers, some "structure"
can be returned, allowing shaping of the system's loop transfer function to
improve performance. What is needed is a organized synthesis of transducer
designs which accomplishes this.
Flexible structures are spatially-distributed. This quality can be used as
an advantage given the proper compensator design tools. Just as a temporal
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compensator design provides a means of temporally filtering a plant's
response, shaded (i.e., spatially gain weighted) transducers can be employed
to shape the system's forward loop transfer function. Distributed transducers
then provide a new design parameter-spatial compensation-which allows
the designer to compensate the plant's response without introducing phase
lags in order to achieve the desired spatial and temporal performance goals
and increase control effectiveness [1.17, 1.19].
Unfortunately, for complex structures there has been no method of easily
assessing the effects of a transducer's spatial compensator design involving
shaded distributed transducers. This is because there has been no link
between the predominant means of modeling these structures, finite element
models (FEM), and shaded distributed transducers. In addition, the use of
transducer colocation as applied to distributed transducers is poorly defined.
It is a goal of this thesis to develop a methodology for spatial compensator
design for the active vibration damping of complex, interconnected structures
that facilitates the use of simple, unstructured temporal feedback
compensators.
To illustrate the importance of considering the spatial characteristics of a
flexible structure, consider a spatial compensator design for a cantilever
beam. This is a simple flexible structure for which a partial differential
equation describing its dynamics is readily available and easily solved. As a
result, an analytic: closed-form description of the system's eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues is also available, and the coupling of a sensor or actuator may be
calculated analytically.
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Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show two hypothetical cantilever beam systems, both
with spatially-distributed piezoelectric transducers. In Figure 1-1, the
transducers are unshaded, i.e., uniform gain weighting, over the range
x = 0.00 m to x = 0.47 m on the 0.5 m beam and are depicted in black. Being
"unshaded" means they possess a uniform spatial gain weighting. In a
typical application of both a distributed sensor and actuator which are
colocated, the sensor would be applied to one side of the beam, and the
actuator to the other. The piezos are induced-strain devices which, when
bonded to the beam, interact with it via distributed moments.
Figure 1-1: Diagram of model 0.5 m cantilever beam with unshaded piezoelectric
distributed sensor and actuator from the root to 0.47 m. Black
represents the uniformly shaded transducers.
Figure 1-2 shows the same beam, but with different transducers. The
transducers are spatially distributed and remain the same length. However
their spatial gain weighting is non-uniform, depicted by the change in tint of
the transducer along the length of the beam. The shading chosen for this
system is a linearly decreasing 'ramp" shading. This places the greatest
control authority at the left edge of the transducer, the root of the cantilever
beam, and least at the transducer's right edge near the tip of the beam.
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Figure 1-2: Diagram of model 0.5 m cantilever beam with shaded piezoelectric
distributed sensor and actuator. Shading is greatest at the root of the
beam and decreases linearly along the beam until at 0.47 mthere is
none and is depicted by varying the tint of the transducer in the figure.
The effects of this transducer shading are significant. Figure 1-3 shows
the theoretical open-loop transfer functions of the two systems from actuator
input to sensor 'velocity' output. The frequency response amplitude is
greatest for the beam with unshaded transducers, and shows no roll-off at
high frequencies. This is in contrast to the system with linearly shaded
transducers. Its frequency response rolls-off for high frequency modes of
vibration. This is beneficial when designing an active vibration controller
since it concentrates the control effort within a narrower bandwidth and
facilitates the use of greater control gain there. It also band-limits system
response for greater control effectiveness.
For example, consider the effect of a velocity feedback temporal
compensator. The velocity feedback gain does not alter the shape of the
forward-loop frequency responses, but instead merely raises or lowers the
overall magnitude. In this hypothetical compensator design, assume that the
phase lags associated with the instrumentation in the signal path are such
that at frequencies above 100 Hz, unity magnitude of the loop transfer
function cannot be exceeded in order to maintain some non-zero gain margin
in the closed-loop system. For the system with unshaded transducers, this
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implies a velocity feedback gain of approximately -20 dB, and for the system
with shaded transducers, a gain of approximately 40 dB. Thus, by shaping
the loop transfer function of the system through the use of shaded distributed
transducers, a 60 dB greater velocity feedback gain can be used and relative
insensitivity to high frequency modes of vibration can be established. This
also allows for a more complete exploitation of induced-strain devices. Being
self-reacting, induced-strain transducers possess many desirable
characteristics. Without shading, however, these qualities are typically
overshadowed by the extreme ease with which they couple into high
frequency modes of vibration; they act as spatial differentiators [ 1.19].
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Figure 1-3: Loop transfer function for unshaded and shaded systems in Fig. 1-1
and Fig. 1-2. Notice how system incorporating shaded transducers
rolls-off at high frequencies unlike the system with unshaded
transducers.
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A further benefit of shaded transducers is that it facilitates colocating
transducers of mixed type. For example, an accelerometer sensor and
shaded, distributed piezoelectric actuator can be colocated given the correct
boundary conditions. One may employ discrete sensors in order to allow a
bimorph actuator configuration, thus increasing control authority.
1.2 Previous research in shaded distributed transducers
The concept of transducer shading has recently become the focus of a
number of researchers. A brief description of some of these investigations
follows. The origin of transducer shading for structural control applications
may be traced to Burke [1.17-1.20] who developed a design methodology for
shading transducers to achieve all-mode sensing and control for flexible
beams. To demonstrate this, Burke applied a linear "ramp" shading to an
actuator on a pinned-pinned beam in order to control both even- and odd-
symmetric modes of vibration. Miller and Hubbard [1.21] demonstrated all-
mode sensing with a shaded distributed sensor.
Using the orthogonality of system eigenfimctions, Lee et al [1.22-1.24]
used shaded transducers to target particular modes of vibration in
cantilevered beams. They employed a spatial gain weighting based on mode
shape in order to affect individual modes.
Clark et al. [1.25-1.28] investigated shaded transducers for sensing
acoustically significant modes in two-dimensional plates. These shadings
were designed to be good approximations to continuous one-dimensional
shading. As a result, the transducer width must be small in comparison to
the smallest transverse wavelength present in the plate's dynamic response.
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Miller et al. [ 1.29-1.30] have explored the utility of alternate shadings for
application on structures. Specifically, they have investigated shadings
described by 'sinc' and exponential functions for the purpose of filtering the
response of the system in a favorable manners.
For piezoelectric induced-strain distributed devices, shading can be
accomplished in any number of methods. For instance, the thickness of the
piezoelectric material can be varied over space. Alternatively, the
piezoelectric properties of the material, such as poling intensity, can be
altered. These methods possess the drawback of being difficult to actually
implement since varying these properties is a non-trivial manufacturing
problem. One-dimensional transducer shading is typically achieved by
altering the shape of two-dimensional distributed transducers. In this case,
the width of the transducer is varied along its length. Areas of greater and
lesser width represent greater and lesser spatial gain weighting. For
example, see [1.31].
1.3 Transducer shading applied to complex structures
To date, the systems to which shaded transducers have been applied are
simple beams and plates. In each case, partial differential equations have
been available to describe the system's dynamics, leading to an analytical
eigenfunction description. This allows for an analytical computation of the
transducer's modal coefficients, a measure of its coupling into the natural
modal dynamics of the system.
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1.3.1 Implementation of shading-prediction of modal influence
coefficients without PDE
The use of shaded transducers on complex structures is more difficult. In
general, no partial differential equation will be available to describe the
dynamics of the system. As a result, new techniques must be developed in
order to predict the coupling of a transducer into the dynamics of a flexible
structure. This can be achieved through the use of a finite element model's
discrete approximation of the continuous system.
1.3.2 Use of FEM in transducer spatial design
A transducer's coupling into the system's natural dynamics is quantified
by its modal coefficients. The nth modal coefficient will be shown to be the
integral of the transducer's spatial distribution times the nth mode shape.
Using the finite element model's approximation of the system's mode shapes,
these integrals can be evaluated numerically, using interpolation of modal
quantities between finite element nodes.
For distributed induced-strain transducers, the equation for the modal
coefficients may be integrated by parts in order to obtain two additional
methods of calculation: the integral of modal curvature times the transducer's
shading and the integral of modal slope times the first spatial derivative of
the shading. Modal curvature can be estimated by fitting piecewise cubic
polynomials to the finite element modal slope data and analytically
differentiating to obtain modal curvature.
1.3.3 Spatial loop shaping without phase lags
By developing a method of calculating modal coefficients for shaded
distributed transducers, one has the tools to undertake spatial compensator
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design for 'shaping' the loop transfer function of the transducer-augmented
system. Unlike temporal loop-shaping, this does not come at the price of
additional phase lags if colocated transducers are employed. Ideally, one
wants all modal coefficients to be 'large' within the selected control
bandwidth and 'zero' for all modes outside the control bandwidth.
Realistically, a design trade-off is made between transducer coupling into
modes within and outside the control bandwidth and the ease with which the
resultant transducer design can be implemented.
1.3.4 Colocated transducers (of mixed type)
Given a method for designing shaded distributed transducers for
application on a complex structure, it is also possible to design colocated
transducers. If necessary or useful, these transducers can be of mixed type.
Requirements for distributed parameter colocation are developed, showing
sensor and actuator nondimensional spatial distributions must be equal.
Proof is given of the interlacing of poles and zeros of the open-loop system as
a result of colocated transducers as well as the system's strictly minimum
phase and positive-real characteristics. A colocation 'robustness' test will be
developed for assessing the stability implications of miscolocated transducers
for a given compensator.
1.3.5 Dissipative SISO temporal controller
With colocated transducers, the transducer-augmented structure is
positive real. Thus, the possibility exists for using simple dissipative
controllers to extract vibrational energy from the structure. For example, it
is known that rate feedback with colocated transducers is a stabilizing input.
In fact, any control input proportional to sensor 'velocity' output or sign of
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sensor 'velocity' will be energy dissipative as long as the feedback gain is
always positive.
By acting as local viscous dampers which always remove energy from the
system, these simple, low- order controllers possess excellent robustness
characteristics in light of poorly-known or changing stuctural dynamic
characteristics. Also, multiple, single-input/single-output controllers can be
implemented in a decentralized manner, each removing energy from the
system in order to eliminate structural vibrations. This is advantageous
since if one of the controllers ceases to function, the other controllers will be
unaffected and will continue removing energy from the system.
1.4 Organization of thesis
The remainder of this thesis concerns itself with spatial compensator
design for complex, interconnected structures, and is organized in the
following manner. In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of distributed transducer
modeling are reviewed, and the requirements for distributed transducer
colocation are derived, as are several important properties of systems
employing colocated transducers. A colocation 'robustness' test is developed
to assess the stability implications for the case when perfect transducer
colocation is not achievable. In Chapter 3, a transducer spatial design
methodology is developed that utilizes finite element models of flexible
structures. It models the dynamic effects of transducer designs, both discrete
and distributed. Chapter 4 then presents the application of this technique to
the synthesis of three transducer pairs for a 56" by 59" nine-bay, eight-
element plane aluminum grillage. With a spatial compensator design
complete, the temporal compensator design is addressed in Chapter 5.
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Expanding on previous work in Lyapunov energy-dissipative controllers
[1.32-1.36], both linear and nonlinear controllers are developed beginning
from a generalized wave equation representation of the system, assuming no
temporal plant knowledge. A link between the maximum gain which can be
used by these controllers and transducer spatial design is presented. In
Chapter 6, the theoretical and analytical work is realized in a proof-of-
concept experiment using the plant and transducer designs developed in
Chapter 4 and the compensator designs from Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 7
summarizes the thesis and discusses potential areas for future investigation.
2. Distributed systems &
colocated transducers
2.1 Introduction
For active structural vibration control, transducer design is of paramount
importance. It is well known that colocated actuators and rate sensors can
lead to robustly stabilizable distributed plants, and a simplified transducer
placement strategy [2.1-2.3]. This result is independent of the plant's modal
frequencies and mode shapes, and can accommodate modal truncation as well
[2.4] if certain constraints on the feedback compensator are satisfied [2.5,2.6].
The colocated transducer-augmented system also possesses the desirable
properties of being minimum phase, having poles and zeros which are
interlaced, and is positive-real.
Colocation facilitates the design and construction of low-order and
potentially highly decentralized structural vibration control implementations
[2.7]. This provides significant benefits when considered in the broader scope
of complex structural vibration control problems. Because of this simplicity,
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much of the theory to date concerning the control of flexible structures has
been developed with an a priori assumption of colocated transducers [2.83.
With the recent interest in active structural control, there has also been a
growing interest in the application of distributed transducers, particularly
with the ability to shade, or spatially gain weight, these transducers. Various
distributed transducer types have been used in structural control both in
sensing and actuation. These include piezoceramics [2.9,2.10], piezoelectric
polymers [2.11,2.12,2.13], NITINOL wire, and optical fibers. Unfortunately,
it is not obvious how to extend results of colocation for lumped parameter
systems to distributed parameter systems, particularly for the case where
both discrete and spatially distributed transducers are being employed.
Thus, one would like to extend the concept to distributed systems employing
both discrete and distributed devices.
The following presents the requirements for transducer colocation for
discrete and distributed devices. A general requirement for colocation for
distributed systems employing combinations of discrete and/or distributed
transducers is developed. The analysis parallels work appearing in [2.14].
2.2 Colocation requirements and distributed systems
A derivation of the input-output characterization of a transducer-
augmented distributed plant follows. It will be shown that for distributed
devices, colocation requires more than physical coincidence of transducers.
2.2.1 Green's function plant representation
The derivation begins with a linear, time-invariant, self-adjoint
distributed plant defined over the domain x E D, with distributed input u(x,t)
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and output y(x,t). The functions u and y are scalar distributed signals that
describe the excitation and corresponding system response over the plant's
entire spatial domain as a function of time. They are related via a
composition integral of the form [2.15]
y(x,t) = f f g(x,,t-r)u(, )ddr. (2.1)
The function g(x,4,t-T) is the plant's Green's function, or space-time impulse
response function. The integral is assumed to be homogeneous with respect
to any initial or boundary conditions, which can be accomplished by
introducing suitable standardizing functions [2.15].
2.2.2 Transformation to modal representation
The input-output relationship (2.1) may be Laplace transformed to yield
y(x,s) = g(x,4,s)u(,s)d4. (2.2)
If the plant is self-adjoint, the Green's function admits a modal expansion in
the plant eigenfunctions q(x),
g(x, ,s ) n= n n(X)P) ) (2.3)
where X,(s) defines the nth mode's poles. The eigenfunctions satisfy the
orthonormality relation
I Pm(X)(pn(x)dx = m,. (2.4)
Any normalization constants are absorbed in .n.
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2.2.3 Transducer characterization
The input u is assumed to be separable into its temporal and spatial
components, and is represented by a superposition of individual inputs of the
form
u(x,s) = L[Am(x)]um(S), (2.5)
where urn(s) is the mth Laplace-transformed exogenous control signal, Am(x)
is the mth actuator's spatial shading representing its spatial gain weighting,
and ,m[ · ] is a linear spatial differential operator modeling the actuator's
operation. The actuator's spatial distribution Pm(x) is defined as its spatial
differential operator acting upon the corresponding shading,
Pm(x) = LJA.m(X)]. (2.6)
For example, a point force actuator is a displacement device, and has the
spatial differential operator
L[ ] =d, (2.7)
and, if located at x = xa, the spatial shading is
A(x) = (x - x)-1 (2.8)
where the Macauley notation for the delta function has been employed. This
actuator would, therefore, have the spatial distribution
P(x) = (x - x) - . (2.9)
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In a similar manner, a uniformly-distributed uniaxial piezoelectric
actuator applied over [xl, x2] would have a shading represented by
A(x) = (x - xf- (x- x)', (2.10)
again using Macauley notation, this time for a step function. It is an induced-
strain device so its spatial derivative operator L[ · ] is
d2
LI - = ]-C ·i. (2.11)
This representation facilitates a compact description of the spatial operation
of a transducer in terms of its shading and spatial derivative order.
Additional elements of the transducer spatial modeling is presented in
Chapter 3.
2.2.4 Calculation of transducer modal influence coefficients
Combining equations (2.2), (2.3), and (2.5), the transducer-augmented
system's forced response is represented as a modal expansion,
y(x,s) = i an(S)qn(x), (2.12)
n=l
where the actuator modal influence coefficients are defined by
a(s) 1 U(Sf n(X)P(x)dx. (2.13)
It is convenient to define the constant bnm as
b mn- f n(x)Pm(x)dx, (2.14)
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which is the nth Fourier coefficient of the mth actuator's spatial distribution
Pm(x) decomposed on the plant eigenfunctions, referred to as the mth
actuator's nth modal coefficient. It quantifies how well the mth actuator
couples into the nth mode of vibration.
In the Laplace domain, the output of a separable linear sensor affixed to
the distributed plant takes the form
y(s) = kp(s)j r(x)Mjy(x,s)]d (2.15)
for the pth sensor, where Fp(x) is the associated sensor aperture, kp(s) is its
temporal filter response, and the linear spatial differential operator Mp[ · ]
models its operation.
In a manner dual to the actuator representation, a point displacement
sensor located at x = x would have k(s) = 1,
r(x) = (x - x)- , (2.16)
and
d o
while a uniformly-distributed uniaxial piezoelectric strain sensor applied over
x = [xl, x2] would have
r(x) = (x - x,- (X - x2', (2.17)
and
d 2Mt ] = {*] ·I. (2.18)
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Utilizing the modal expansion, the sensor output, equation (2.15), can be
written as
s) =n an(s)k(s) Frp(x)Mpn(x)]dx. (2.19)
It is convenient to define the constant Cpm as
Cpn- r(x)Mp[n(x)]dx. (2.20)
This constant represents the pth sensor's nth modal influence coefficient and
is a measure of how well the pth sensor senses the nth mode. The definition
can be rewritten, after integrating the right-hand side of equation (2.20) by
parts, as
CPn -- Mrp()](x) dx. (2.21)
From this definition it is convenient to define the sensor's spatial distribution
Qp(x) as the result of the differential operator acting upon the transducer's
shading,
Qx) MrFp(X)]. (2.22)
Assuming that the sensors are rate devices, their temporal model is
kp(s) = s. The input-output transfer matrix G(s) form a vector of control
signals u(s), defined by
U(S)--[U (S) u2(S) ... uM(S)] T (2.23)
and a vector of sensor output signals y(s), defined by
(2.24)
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is obtained by combining equations (2.13), (2.14), (2.19), and (2.21),
G(s) CM(s)B,
where the state vector a(s) associated with the transition matrix ¢(s) is
defined in terms of the modal expansion coefficients an(s) as
a(s) [al(s) sal(s) as) sa(s) ... uM(s) suM(s)]T.
(2.25)
(2.26)
Since we have assumed rate feedback, the state-space matrix C is given in
terms of the sensor modal influence coefficients cpn,
C-
0
0
0
O
C11
C21
cmi~
0
0
0
O
C12
C22
CM2
O C 1
O C2N
O CMN
(2.27)
This implicitly assumes an equal number of sensors and actuators; m =p.
The state-space B matrix is given in terms of the actuator modal influence
coefficients as
B-
0
bl,
0
b2l
blM
0
b12
0
b22
b2u
... O
... bO
... b2
... O
... bNM
(2.28)
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2.2.5 Distributed parameter colocation constraint and simplification
for SISO loops
It is well known [2.4,2.7,2.16] that if the matrices C and B satisfy
CT = diag[K] B, K > 0, consistent with the aforementioned assumptions, the
feedback control system depicted in Figure 2-1 can be stabilized by choosing a
positive-definite feedback compensator matrix H(s) of scalar gains. For
example, one could choose
H(s)=diag[kl k2 ... kMr , ki > 0. (2.29)
This particular compensator choice interconnects the ith sensor with the ith
actuator, permitting the implementation of a highly decentralized control
scheme consisting of M single-input/single-output (SISO) local velocity
feedback loops. Each feedback loop appears to the structure as a local viscous
damper, which always removes energy from the system.
Figure 2-1: Block diagram representation of feedback control system with plant
G(s) and compensator H(s)
The constraint CT = B requires the sensors and actuators to be colocated,
implying
(2.30)
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or more explicitly
| Q,(x)on(x)dx= | P(x)olp(x)dc; n = 1, ... , N, i = 1, .. , M. (2.31)
Since the plant's eigenfunctions appear equally on each side of equation
(2.31), this constraint is satisfied if actuator and sensor spatial derivative
orders L[ · ] and MI ]I are equal, and the actuator and sensor shadings A(x)
and r(x) are equal as well. More fundamentally, the corresponding actuator
and sensor spatial distributions P(x) and Q(x), the result of the transducers'
spatial differential operator acting upon the corresponding transducers'
shading, must be equal. The integral equation (2.31) quantifies the meaning
of colocation for both discrete and distributed transducers.
2.3 Properties of systems with colocated transducers
Systems with colocated transducers possess many desirable
characteristics. The actuator modal influence coefficients bni represent how
well the ith actuator spatially couples into the nth mode. Similarly, the
sensor modal influence coefficients cin represent how well the ith sensor
measures the nth mode. As a result, if an actuator cannot control a specific
mode, a corresponding colocated sensor will be unable to sense this mode.
Thus, a direct velocity feedback control scheme using properly colocated
distributed transducers possesses favorable robustness characteristics to
transducer placements with poor controllability/observability qualities.
Note that a local velocity feedback temporal compensator removes energy
from the plant in a global sense without targeting particular modes.
However, a transducer's spatial design can be used to target particular
modes; this shall be exploited in the following chapters. The approach is also
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robust to changes in the plant modal characteristics-the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions can vary from their nominal values, as any such changes are
reflected equally in both the sensor and actuator modal coefficients. This is
important for systems whose characteristics vary over time due to aging
and/or damage.
2.3.1 Minimum phase
One consequence of satisfying the colocation constraint (2.31) is that the
resulting transducer-augmented plant, if open-loop stable, is minimum
phase. This is most easily seen from the definition of transmission zeros for
multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) plants. The transmission zeros of a linear,
time-invariant MIMO system are defined in terms of a generalized
eigenvalue problem [2.17-2.19], where the zero values zi are the roots of the
characteristic equation
z(s) = p(s)det[G(s)] = 0. (2.32)
The poles Xi of the plant are the roots of the characteristic polynomial p(s),
p(s) = dejt-(s)] = 0. (2.33)
One assumes that there are no pole-zero cancellations. If the plant is open-
loop stable, the poles are minimum phase. From the definition of the plant
transfer matrix G(s), if the colocation constraint (2.31) is satisfied, then
Go(s) = C'T(s)C. (2.34)
Using a determinant identity, namely that the roots of
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det[4(s)] = 0 (2.35)
are of the form
z = , (2.36)
one sees that these roots zi' are also minimum phase, being scaled complex
conjugates of the minimum phase plant poles. Consequently, the zeros of the
plant, defined in part by
det[G(s)] = 0, (2.37)
are minimum phase; the pre- and post-multiplication of ¢(s) by C and CT
respectively, to form G¢(s) has the effect of multiplying the roots of pi of
equation (2.33) by positive-real constants to derive the zeros zi.
2.3.2 Interlaced poles and zeros
Related to the fact that the zeros are minimum phase is the fact that they
are also interlaced with the poles of the plant. Consider the expression (2-32)
for the system zeros. In general, for an N mode system, the transfer function
matrix G(s) can be written in transfer function form
G(s) = z(s) (2.38)
C~s:p(s)
where p(s) is the characteristic equation for the system, and z(s) defines the
system zeros. Once transducers are selected, the system's explicit spatial
dependence is eliminated.
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Considering for simplicity a single-input/single-output system with no
inherent damping, the system transfer function matrix G(s) may be written
in terms of a residue expansion [2.20],
G(s) = 2 + w(2.39)
Combining (2.38) and (2.39), an expression is obtained for the system zeros:
z(s) = i 2 + 2iP(S). (2.40)
Expanding (2.40) and simplifying while assuming that ao < a4+l, the equation
for system zeros may be expressed as a product
z(s) = s2 +Cibiw! + ci+lbi+ < (2.41)
= 1 cibi + i+lbi+l <+ (2.41)
Therefore, if the transducers are colocated such that ci = bi, then there will
always be a zero between system pole locations.
This can easily be seen by analyzing the two extreme cases for a two-mode
system. Here, N = 2, and the expression for z(s) reduces to
clb lo +c2b 2z(s) = S2 + C (2.42)
clb 1 + C2b 2
As the first mode becomes more poorly observed and controlled, cl = bl - 0.
Then, the zero moves to the first mode's natural frequency. Alternately, if it
is the second mode which becomes difficult to observe or control, then c2 = b2
-- 0. In this case, the zero frequency approaches the second mode's natural
frequency. For a scenario in-between these two extremes, the zero will lie
"interlaced" between the system poles as long as the corresponding sensor
and actuator modal coefficients are of the same sign.
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2.3.3 Positive-real transducer-augmented system
One final desirable quality of open-loop stable systems with colocated
transducers is that the transfer function from actuator input to sensor output
is positive-real. This permits a simplification of the temporal compensator
design, since for the feedback control system shown in Figure 2-1 the closed-
loop system is stable if at least one of the transfer matrices is strictly positive
real and the other is positive real. A transfer matrix G(s) is 'positive real' if
Re[G(s)] > 0 for all Re[s] > 0. (2.43)
If a transfer matrix describing a system or structure is strictly positive real,
then the system is energy dissipative. In this case, if the system were an
electrical network, it would be realizable by passive circuit elements.
If one uses the residue expansion (2.39) for the marginally stable
transducer-augmented system G(s),
G(s) = s 2 + w2 ' (2.44)
i=1S2+ W9'
then one can see that the system will be positive real according to equation
(2.39) if the transducers are colocated such that ci = bi; this is because the cibi
product is always positive. This makes intuitive sense-a system cannot be
energy dissipative if the ith mode of vibration has transducer modal
coefficients of opposite sign, because this is akin to an actuator causing
positive displacement yet the sensor reading it as negative.
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2.4 Colocation robustness and mis-colocated
transducers
While colocated transducers embody several desirable properties, their
implementation is sometimes physically impractical. For example, consider
Figure 2-2 showing two hypothetical systems. The one on the left has a
distributed strain sensor located on top of a distributed piezoelectric actuator.
For practical considerations such as cross-talk between transducers, this
configuration may not be desirable even though colocated. Instead, one may
want to position the transducers in a side-by-side manner as shown in the
second system on the right. The issue is whether this configuration displays
any properties of colocation, if even over a portion of the system bandwidth.
Therefore, a measure of colocation robustness proves useful in order to
quantify for a particular compensator how much 'mis-colocation' can be
tolerated before the system can no longer be guaranteed stable.
Strain senso
Piezoelectric actuator
Impractical Practical
Figure 2-2: Example of the potential impracticality of colocated transducers.
2.4.1 Types of transducer mis-colocation
There are four basic types of transducer mis-colocation. They are mis-
colocation with respect to transducer registration, spatial shading, type and
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aperture. All four are depicted in Figure 2-3. In mis-colocation due to
registration, the transducers' types are the same, as are their basic shading
characteristics, i.e. both have uniform or ramp shading. However, the
transducers have been mis-registered on the structure. A second form of mis-
colocation is due to non-matched transducer spatial shading; for example, a
distributed sensor with ramp shading and uniformly shaded distributed
actuator. A third form of mis-colocation occurs when different transducer
types are physically positioned at the same location on a structure. Finally,
the last manner in which transducers may be miscolocated is due to non-
matching apertures. For example, if a uniformly shaded distributed sensor is
4" long and the corresponding uniformly shaded actuator is 6" long. In each
of these cases, the result of transducer mis-colocation is that the
corresponding transducer modal coefficients are no longer equal: CT • B.
Registration Shading
Type Aperture
Figure 2-3: Example of four different types of transducer mis-colocation.
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2.4.2 Colocation robustness test
To quantify the effects of mis-colocated transducers, a test can be
developed to assess the impact on stability the mis-colocated transducers
have on a system for any given compensator. Assuming a nominal system in
which the transducers are colocated,
C' = BN, (2.45)
the effect of the transducers' mis-colocation can be modeled as entirely
affecting the sensor modal coefficients, resulting in an additive term to the
nominal case,
B=BN, C=CN + A (2.46)
This is reflected in the block diagram Figure 2-4, where all the effects of the
mis-colocated transducers appear in the block labeled EA(s).
Figure 2-4: Modeling of effects due to transducer mis-colocation.
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The block EA(s) is obtained in the following manner. First, the plant's
transfer matrix G(s) is separated into is state transition matrix O(s) and
sensor and actuator state-space C and B matrices as shown in Figure 2-5.
Now, using equations (2.45) and (2.46), the effects of mis-colocated
transducers can be substituted into the appropriate blocks in Figure 2-5 to
arrive at Figure 2-6. The transfer G(s) is now composed of two components,
one due to the nominal colocated system and one arising due to transducer
mis-colocation.
Figure 2-5: Block diagram of control system including expansion of nominal plant
to show actuator and sensor state-space matrices
Using block-diagram arithmetic, the block diagram in Figure 2-6 can be
manipulated so that the system is in the form of Figure 2-4, where
AE(s)CT E,(s) = (s)C (2.47)
CNO(S)CN
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Figure 2-6: Reflection of actual plant and effects due to mis-colocated
transducers.
As a result, an inequality can be established which quantifies for a
particular compensator how large a transducer mis-colocation "error" A can
be tolerated. In general, this error will be a function of frequency, the
nominal sensor/actuator spatial distribution, and the amount of mis-
colocation. For stability robustness, one requires [2.19-2.20]
am[CN(s)] < aic i4E--]. (2.48)
The expressions for nominal closed loop system CN(s) and the 'error plant"
ED(S) may be substituted into (2.48) to obtain
am,(I + GN(s)H(s))-'GN(s)H(s)G-(s)] < rm T ] (2.49)
where H(s) represents the temporal compensator.
2.4.3 Example application of colocation robustness test
A simple example shall now be presented that shows the use of this
colocation robustness test. To aid in the demonstration of the utility of the
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test, a SISO system is assumed and the compensator employed is velocity
feedback, hence H(s) = X. The plant is a pinned-pinned beam with mis-
colocated discrete transducers, as depicted in Figure 2-7.
Figure 2-7: Example of miscolocated discrete transducers. Actuator is located at x
= 0.49L and sensor is at x = 0.51 L for pinned-pinned beam of length L
The eigenfunctions for this system are described by the equation
(pq(x) = si n(L ). (2.50)
If the beam's length L is taken to be unity and the actuator and sensor are
located at x = 0.49L and x = 0.51L, respectively, then using equations (2.14)
one calculates the actuator modal coefficients as
bn = sin(0.49n); n = 1, ..., Ao. (2.51)
Using (2.21) the sensor modal coefficients are
c = sin(0.51nt); n = 1,..., *o. (2.52)
Note that for the second mode, the actuator modal coefficient is positive
and the sensor's is negative. Using the colocation robustness test, the effects
of this mis-colocation can be evaluated. Equation (2.49) reduces to
_1__INs_)__ s_)_c 1 (2.53)1 . CNs)CDs)C T A4D(s)CT
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Solving for the velocity feedback compensator gain X, one observes that in
order to guarantee stability for this mis-colocated system
1 + CS)(S)CT (2.54)h< N (2.54)
must hold. This effectively limits the largest gain which can be used. In
practice, it is often difficult to solve explicitly for the largest allowable
feedback gain. Therefore, it is often useful to employ a graphical
representation of the inequality (2.53), plotting the magnitude of the two
quantities versus frequency.
2.5 Summary
Paralleling the work appearing in [2.14], the concept of colocated sensors
and actuators has been extended to separable distributed transducers affixed
to linear, self-adjoint distributed plants. It was shown that sensors and
actuators are colocated when their spatial differential operators and shading
were equal. More generally, the constraint to be satisfied is an equivalence of
spatial distributions, the transducer's spatial differential operator acting
upon its corresponding shading. In this manner, discrete and distributed
devices can be combined to satisfy the colocation constraint. Although 1-D
examples were given, the generality of the derivation makes it applicable to
higher-dimensional structures, as long as they are describable within the
above modeling framework.
It was demonstrated that by satisfying the colocation constraint, the
transducer-augmented plant is minimum phase, has interlaced poles and
zeros, and is positive-real. This makes possible the implementation of a
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control scheme involving multiple SISO unstructured dissipative controllers
whicl are low-order and easy to implement. When employing such temporal
controllers, one would like to use the ability to shade distributed transducers
to shape the forward loop transfer function of the system to provide some
"structure" and improve performance.
The problem, however, has been in quantifying the effects of a particular
shaded distributed transducer design for a complex structure, i. e.,
calculating the transducer's modal coefficients. This is due to the fact that
there has been no link between finite element models, the predominant
method of modeling complex structures, and shaded distributed transducers.
Thus, the desirable properties of distributed transducers could not be fully
exploited in a systematic manner because there was no way of accurately
calculating the transducer's modal coefficients. This problem is addressed in
the following chapter.
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3. Transducer design
for flexible structures
using finite element
models
3.1 Introduction
A temporal compensator may be employed for increasing the vibration
damping performance of a flexible structure. However, without the proper
transducer spatial design the result can be a poorly performing control
system. This is one of the challenges of active structural vibration damping-
using the techniques developed in Chapter 2, it is straight-forward to design
a transducer which couples much better into high frequency modes above the
control bandwidth than into modes within the control bandwidth. This limits
the amount of gain which can be used in the temporal control loop, limiting
performance.
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The employment of shaded, or spatially gain weighted, distributed
transducers has brought about new possibilities in structural control [3.1-
3.12]. More and more, the importance of transducer spatial design is being
realized. Just as a temporal compensator provides a means of filtering a
plant's response, transducer shading shapes the system's forward loop
transfer function, providing a new design parameter which allows the
designer to filter the plant's response in a desirable manner.
The shaded transducer designs which have been employed to date have
been for simple plants for which an analytic model exists; see [3.1-3.8] for
several examples. Thus, for interconnected systems and their concomitant
complicated dynamics, there has been no method of easily assessing the
effects of a transducer spatial design on a particular structure. This is
because there has been no link between the predominant means of modeling
these structures, finite element models (FEM), and shaded distributed
transducers.
This chapter develops a means by which the modal coefficients of discrete
and distributed transducers with arbitrary shadings applied to beam-like
elements may be modeled using a finite element model. The technique is
applicable to any finite element model composed of beam elements yielding
modal displacements and rotations at finite element node locations. This
provides a quantitative design criteria by which candidate transducer designs
may be evaluated. It also allows the control designer to quickly and easily
evaluate different candidate transducer designs and helps in the synthesis of
new designs.
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3.2 Design rationale for using FEM
The description of the dynamics of a system through modal models is
common [3.13]. As derived in Chapter 2, a modal coefficient quantifies how
well a particular transducer, defined by its spatial distribution, couples into
the natural modal dynamics of the plant [3.14]. The goal of this chapter is to
provide a methodology whereby a transducer's modal coefficients can easily
be calculated from an existing finite element model using a model of the
transducer's spatial distribution.
3.3 Calculation of modal coefficients using FEM
A critical element of transducer design and selection is measured by the
sensor and actuator modal coefficients, as these are indicative of the
transducers' coupling into the structure's modal resonant response. This
section details how modal coefficients may be calculated for discrete and
arbitrarily shaded 1-D distributed transducers applied to a FEM-modeled
system.
3.3.1 Transducer spatial modeling
A transducer's spatial distribution concisely models its spatial operation.
It includes the transducer's spatial derivative operator (e.g., d2] for an in-
duced-strain transducer and d[ ] for discrete devices) and a description of
its spatial extent [3.14,3.15] as developed in the previous chapter. Many
interconnected structures are composed of long, slender members, which may
be modeled as a combination of one-dimensional beam elements. This allows
a one-dimensional representation of the transducer spatial distribution to be
used. To lay the foundation for the remainder of the chapter, this section will
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review the modeling of both discrete and distributed transducers in one
dimension and present examples for clarity.
3.3.1.1 Discrete transducer with accelerometer example
Discrete transducers such as a linear accelerometer act at only one
discrete location. The spatial differential operator modeling their action is
do xL[ ] = c-x[ · ], (3.1)
and they are thus referred to as displacement devices. The shading for this
kind of device consists of a delta function acting at its location xt,
A(x) = (x -xt) - . (3.2)
For example, consider an accelerometer at x = z. Its distribution is its
spatial differential operator acting upon its shading, which may be described
by several gains and a delta function,
P(x) = kamp kacc <x - a>-1, (3.3)
where kamp is the accelerometer's amplifier gain, kaCc is the accelerometer
gain (sensitivity), and <x - a>-1 is a delta function at x = a, describing the
location of the accelerometer using Macauley or generalized function notation
[3.16]. (Not included in this spatial description of the accelerometer is its
temporal action as a double differentiator.)
3.3.1.2 Distributed transducer with piezoelectric sensor and actuator
examples
Distributed piezoelectric transducers are 'induced-strain" devices, e.g.,
they induce (actuators) or measure (sensors) distributed moments when
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bonded to a structure. As before, the spatial distribution is composed of the
transducer type and its shading. The spatial differential operator
corresponding to this induced-strain transducer type is
L[. ]= d2[ * ] (3.4)dx
Due to its distributed nature, the spatial distribution for a distributed
piezoelectric transducer is more involved in comparison to a discrete device
such as an accelerometer [3.14-3.15, 3.17-3.18]. This is because the term
representing the transducers shading A(x) is no longer constrained to be a
delta function. For example, a uniformly shaded transducer over the interval
x = [a, b] has the shading
A(x) = (x - a)O - (x - b)°, (3.5)
where Macauley notation for step functions has been used. For a transducer
with a linearly decreasing "ramp" shading over [a, b], the shading is
A(x) = 1 ((x - a)' _ ( - b)') - (x - b)0 . (3.6)
Several examples of piezoelectric induced-strain transducers are now
presented to illustrate the modeling of distributed devices. In general, the
shading A(x) remains a design variable and is left unspecified in these
examples.
3.3.1.2.1 Spatial distribution of piezoelectric sensor
The spatial distribution P(x) for a piezoelectric sensor is
esAmaxr d 2
P(x) = ' ea, [A(x)], (3.7)
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where the constant Es lies between zero and one representing the mechanical
bonding efficiency of the sensor to the structure, Amax represents the
maximum sensor width, r is the effective moment-arm from the beam
element's neutral axis to the center of the transducer layer, and cs is the
sensor capacitance. A(x) is a normalized, dimensionless variable representing
the sensor's width, or shading. Shading is a means of varying a transducer's
spatial input-output gain characteristics, and may be achieved by a variety of
methods in the one-dimensional case. One such method is by varying the
width of the distributed transducer along its length.
e3l describes the piezoelectric properties of the sensor in the 3-1 mode and
may be expanded as
e3 Ed31 + vEd 32 (3.8)
where E is the Young's modulus of the piezoelectric material, v is the sensor's
Poisson's ratio, and the two d-constants, d31 and d32, are piezoelectric strain-
charge coefficients. A piezoelectric material's piezoelectric e31 constant may
be described in a variety of ways. The piezoelectric strain-charge coefficient
d31 is related to the piezoelectric stress-charge coefficient g3l by [3.17, 3.19-
3.20]
k2
d 3 1 = 31, (3.9)31 g3 1 E = K3 o g3 1
where k31 is the electromechanical coupling factor of the material describing
the efficiency of the transducer, E is the Young's modulus, K3 is the piezo-
electric material's relative dielectric constant compared to a vacuum, and co is
the dielectric constant of free space. Substituting equation (3.8) into equation
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(3.7) gives the final representation of the (dimensional) sensor spatial
distribution,
P(x) Es=I + -VEd 2 [A(x )]. (3.10)
3.3.1.2.2 Spatial distribution of piezoelectric "velocity" sensor
While it is possible to differentiate an output of a displacement" sensor
described by equation (3.10), this section will develop the spatial distribution
P(x) of a piezoelectric velocity' sensor, [3.21]
t)= f P(x)wt(x,t)dx, (3.11)
where (t) is a voltage signal proportional to the time rate of change of the
sensor's output and Wt(,t) is the time rate of change of the generalized
displacement of system. Such sensors may possess favorable noise
characteristics in comparison to differentiating a displacement" sensor's
output. Also, it theoretically allows one to have a single piezoelectric
transducer which is both a "displacement" and "velocity" sensor at the same
time [3.21]. This is because the current coming out of the sensor is
proportional to the time rate of change of the sensor's voltage signal,
V(t) = i(t), (3.12)
where V(t) is the time rate of change of the sensor's voltage output, cs is the
sensor's capacitance, and i(t) is the current coming from the sensor.
Combining equations (3.9), (3.11), and (3.12), one can determine the spatial
distribution,
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P(x) = s kiv Amar e3l d [(x)] (3.13)
es is the bonding efficiency of the sensor to the plant, kiv is the gain of the
current to voltage amplifier used to convert the sensor's current into a voltage
signal, Amax is the maximum sensor width, r is the effective moment arm, e31
is the piezoelectric material constant as defined earlier in equation (3.8), and
A(x) is the normalized sensor width representing the sensor's shading.
3.3.1.2.3 Spatial distribution of piezoelectric actuator
The spatial distribution for a piezoelectric actuator is very similar to that
of the piezoelectric sensor:
P(x) = n a Amx r e3l d 2 [A()], (3.14)
where n is the number of actuating elements, and Ea is the actuator's bonding
efficiency. As before, Amax is the maximum width of the sensor, r is the
effective moment arm over which the actuator works, e31 is a piezoelectric
constant as defined in equation (3.8), and A(x) is the actuator's spatial
shading, or normalized actuator width.
3.3.1.2.4 Calculation of distributed transducer moment arm
To complete the description of these induced-strain devices, their moment
arm r, or distance from the neutral surface, must be calculated. Two basic
transducer configurations exist: "bimorph" and "monomorph". A "bimorph"
transducer configuration has a distributed piezoelectric actuator affixed to
both sides of a beam element, with a poling orientation such that when one
side expands, the other side contracts, increasing the effective control
authority of the actuator.
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I r
Figure 3-1: Illustration of bimorph transducer configuration.
In the bimorph configuration (Figure 3-1), the calculation of the distance
from the neutral surface, and hence the moment arm, is straight forward.
Symmetry arguments place the neutral surface at the center of the
beam/transducer element. Assuming that the entire effect of a piezoelectric
actuator element may be replaced by a resultant acting at the center of the
actuator, the moment arm r simplifies to
r = (hi + h2)/2, (3.15)
where hi is the beam element thickness and h2 is distributed piezoelectric
actuator thickness.
A 'monomorph" configuration exists if a distributed piezoelectric sensor or
actuator is applied to only one side of a beam element (Figure 3-2). In this
case symmetry arguments can no longer be used in calculating the moment
arm. Instead, the location of the neutral surface D must first be calculated,
then the moment arm r may be obtained.
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x
Figure 3-2: Illustration of monomorph transducer configuration.
The location of the neutral surface is defined as [3.16]
IEydA
D - (3.16)
JEdA
where E represents the Young's modulus of the material, y is the vertical
direction, and the integration is with respect to the cross-sectional area A.
This definition simplifies for a monomorph to:
hI hh h2
olElblydy + E2b2ydy
D = + , (3.17)
Elbi ldy + iElbldy
with b representing width (x-direction), h representing thickness (y-
direction), and the subscripts 1 and 2 referring to the bottom (beam) and top
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(transducer) elements, respectively. Upon evaluating the integrals the
equation for the neutral surface simplifies to
D Elbh2 + E2b2h2 + 2E2b2hlh 2 (3.18)
2(Elb 1h 1 + E2b 2h 2)
Once the location of the neutral surface is determined, the moment arm r
may be calculated. The moment arm is the distance from the center of the
piezoelectric sensor or actuator to the neutral surface,
r = h + D, (3.19)
where again hl is the thickness of the beam element, h2 is the thickness of
the distributed transducer and D is the neutral surface. Substituting in
equation (3.18) for the neutral surface yields
h2 Eblh2. + E2b2h2 + 2E2b2hlh2
2 2(Elb h 1 + E2b 2h2 )
which after expansion and simplification can be represented as
r = Elb 1h1(h1 + h 2) (3.21)
2(Elb h 1 + E2b2h2)'
Several simplifications may be made to the expression for the moment
arm as it is expressed in equation (3.21). It should be noted that the
monomorph moment arm will always be equal to or smaller than the
equivalent moment arm for a bimorph configuration. Specifically, if the beam
element width bl approaches that of the transducer, b2, then the moment
arm approaches a quantity which will always be less than the bimorph
equivalent:
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r- Elh 1(h 1 + h2)(3.22)b2- b1 r - 2(Ell + E2h2) (3.22)
Thus, switching to a bimorph actuator configuration from a monomorph
configuration will at least double control authority. As the transducer width
decreases, the effective moment arm increases until the point when the
transducer width is infinitely small, the moment arm is the same as for a
bimorph,
b2-O X0 r o- hl2 (3.23)
3.3.2 FEM system representation
With a spatial distribution model of a sensor or actuator, the
quantification of its coupling into a structure is desired. For complex,
interconnected structures, it is likely that a FEM will be the most readily
available means of modeling its dynamic behavior and is the most logical
choice for use in calculating modal coefficients. The following section
therefore describes the F EM's representation of the system.
3.3.2.1 Generalized displacement representation
The finite element representation of a flexible system's generalized
displacement is that of a coupled second-order system, [3.22]
M*(t) + Kw(t) = Baf(t), (3.24)
where M and K are {i x i} generalized mass and stiffness matrices with n
equal to the number of node points in the finite element model, Ba is the
{7r x m} geometric influence matrix of the actuators with m equal to the
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number of external inputs, w(t) is the {I x 1} vector of generalized
displacements, and f(t) is the {m x 1) vector of external inputs.
3.3.2.2 Transformation to modal-space representation
The generalized displacement representation in equation (3.24) can be
transformed to a modal-space representation by performing a modal
decomposition, letting w(t) = l q(t). 1(t) is the {n x 1) vector representing the
"displacement" amplitude of each mode where n is the number of vibratory
modes included in the model and 4 is the {x x n) eigenvector matrix which is
normalized according to
DTMID = I, (3.25)
and
4 TKO = J2, (3.26)
where Q2 is an {n x n) diagonal matrix of the squares of modal natural
frequencies. The result is a series of n decoupled second-order equations,
il(t) + l(t) = e)'Baf(t). (3.27)
3.3.2.3 FEM transducer representation
If one lets the external input vector f(t) = Bbu(t), where u(t) is the {m x 1}
vector of voltage signals sent to the actuators and Bb is a constant {m x m} di-
agonal matrix representing the actuator's input/output properties, then for
the ith mode of the system, the {n x mn actuator modal gain matrix P is
P= T Ba Bb. (3.28)
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The ith element of this matrix is thejth actuator's ith modal coefficient,
[3.14, 3.15] which was developed in Chapter 2 and is defined as
b ij-D P(x)pi(x)dx, (3.29)
where P.Jx) is the spatial distribution of the jth actuator and Fi(x) is the
normalized eigenfunction for the ith mode. The ith column of 4) is just a
discrete approximation of qi(x).
In an analogous and dual manner to the actuators, the (p x 1} sensor
output vector y(t) is a weighted measurement of the generalized displacement
of the system
y(t) = Cb Ca w(t), (3.30)
where p equals the number of sensor outputs from the system, and for this
discussion is equal to m, the number of inputs. For simplicity, the number of
system inputs and outputs will be referred hereafter as m. Ca is an {m x a}
sensor geometric influence matrix, and Cb is a {m x m} diagonal matrix
representing the sensor's input-output properties. The generalized
displacement in equation (3.30) may be replaced with it's modal
"displacement", yielding
y(t) = Cb Ca i 1(t). (3.31)
This may be further simplified to
y(t) = rF (t),
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where the {m x n) matrix F is the sensor's modal gain matrix. Analogous to
the case with the actuator, the jith element of this matrix is thejth sensor's
ith modal coefficient, which is defined as
Cji-- Px)qpi(x)dx. (3.33)
3.3.3 Modal coefficient calculation
Having an approximation for qpi(x) provided by the FEM, one must
determine P;Jx) to calculate the jth sensor or actuator's ith modal coefficient.
3.3.3.1 Representation of modal coefficients and integration of FEM
The one-dimensional definition of the ith modal coefficient of a particular
transducer (see equations (3.29) and (3.33)) is:
c i or bi - P(x) px)dx, (3.34)
where P(x) is the spatial distribution of the transducer and pf,{x) is the ith
mode's eigenfunction.
With a defined spatial transducer distribution, it is possible to calculate
the transducer's modal coefficients for a candidate transducer design using
the spatial information provided by the FEM of the grillage. One may
approximate the modal coefficients using the FEM's discrete approximation
of the system's eigenfunctions. If a shaded distributed transducer is
employed or a discrete device is placed between finite-element nodes,
interpolation of FEM modal quantities must be performed.
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3.3.3.2 Numerical methods of coefficient calculation
For discrete devices, the spatial distribution is just a delta or doublet
function. Substituting this into the equation for transducer modal
coefficients (3.34) and simplifying results in a nondimensional modal
coefficient proportional to modal displacement,
bi or ci oc q,(a), (3.35)
where x = a is the location of the discrete transducer.
To obtain the modal coefficient of the discrete transducer from the FEM,
the modal displacement qi(x) must be evaluated at x = a, the transducer
location. If this is not one of the FEM nodal locations, an interpolation can be
performed to estimate this value. A linear interpolation is appropriate since
it is the simplest method of fitting the data, and because other methods of
data fitting, such as a cubic spline which uses knowledge of nodal
displacement, slope and curvature, require information which is not
available.
q(x)
~ .-- _, 4(a) o- 
J
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
a X
Figure 3-3: Illustration of linear interpolation to estimate modal displacement if
transducer location is not at nodal point.
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For distributed induced-strain devices, up to three methods may be
utilized for calculating transducer modal coefficients. Equation (3.34)
becomes
ci = bi f A"(x) ,(x)dx, (3.36)
where the limits on the integral represent integration over the length of one
beam element. Thus, the first method requires the integration of modal
displacement times the transducer's spatial distribution.
Since for induced-strain devices the spatial distribution P(x) is
proportional to the second spatial derivative of the shading,
d2
P() d2[NX)], (3.37)
where A(x) is the normalized transducer width, or transducer shading,
equation (3.36) may be integrated by parts twice to yield two alternate
methods of calculating modal coefficients. After one integration by parts,
equation (3.36) becomes
ci or bi o A'(x) ,(x)dx, (3.38)
which is the integral of modal slope times the first spatial derivative of the
transducer's shading. Performing another integration by parts yields
ci or b A(x) q,'(x)dx, (3.39)
which is the integral of the transducer's shading times modal curvature.
The preceding modal-coefficient representations, ((3.36), (3.38), and
(3.39)), are evaluated numerically. As depicted in Figure 3-4 for modal
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curvature, piecewise linear approximations of the finite-element modal
quantities can again be performed. Various numerical integration algorithms
may then be employed to evaluate the integrals, such as trapezoidal,
Simpson's, Romberg, Gaussian quadrature, etc. [3.23].
'(Px)
-1~~~~~~~~..
I 3-I
a Xa b x
Figure 3-4: Example of #'(x) vs. x and integration of piecewise linear
approximation
For the calculation of modal coefficients using equation (3.39), modal
curvature must first be estimated since it is typically not provided as part of a
finite element model. This can be accomplished using a computer program
such as MATLAB, employing its spline function to piecewise cubically fit the
modal slope data from the FEM, then analytically differentiating the
resulting polynomial coefficients to obtain an estimate of curvature at the
nodal locations.
3.3.4 Examples of modal coefficient calculation
Several examples are now presented in order to illustrate the calculation
of modal coefficients using finite element models.
3.3.4.1 Discrete transducer-accelerometer
The spatial distribution of an accelerometer (equation (3.3)) may be
substituted into equation (3.33), yielding
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ci = kamp kac (x- a)- 1 x) dx. (3.40)
This integral may be simplified to
ci = kamp kacc i(a). (3.41)
To obtain the modal coefficient of the discrete transducer from the FEM, the
modal displacement gq)x) is evaluated at x = a, the transducer location, as
previously described. If this is not one of the FEM nodal locations, a linear
interpolation is performed between modal displacement at adjacent finite
element nodes to estimate this value.
3.3.4.2 Distributed transducer-uniform shading
A uniform boxcar aperture is depicted in Figure 3-5 over the interval [a, b]
and is represented using Macauley notation by the shading
A(x) = (x - a)° - (x - b)°, (3.42)
where x = a is the transducer's starting location and x = b is the transducer's
ending location along the beam element. The second spatial derivative of this
shading, the transducer spatial distribution, is
A"(x) = (x - a)-2 - (x - b)-2. (3.43)
Substituting this representation for A"(x) into equation (3.36) yields
ci or bi | ((x-a)-2-(x- b)-2) fx)dx. (3.44)
co
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Figure 3-5: Plot of A(x) vs. xfor a uniform boxcar aperture and resultant loading.
This may be simplified to
ci or bi c ((a)- ~b)), (3.45)
which may be evaluated as for a discrete transducer, evaluating modal slope
at the starting x = a and stopping x = b locations, again linearly interpolating
between nodal locations as before.
A second method of determining the boxcar aperture's modal coefficients
can be used. For the case of uniform shading, equation (3.39) simplifies to
C = bi (x)dx, (3.46)
-- - -
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which may be evaluated numerically. First, the modal curvature must be
estimated. This can be done in a computer program such as MATLAB using
its spline function to piecewise cubically fit the modal slope data from the
FEM, then analytically differentiating the resulting polynomial coefficients to
obtain an estimate of curvature at the nodal locations. As depicted in Figure
3-4, a piecewise linear approximation of the modal curvature between the
nodal locations is then made and a numerical integration algorithm employed
(such as Simpson's composite [3.23]) to evaluate the integral.
The accuracy of this method of estimating modal curvature using FEM-
derived modal slope information was examined by estimating modal slope
from FEM modal displacement and comparing it to the FEM's modal slope.
The results were very good, in general, though less accurate at element
endpoints. For example, the estimated slope typically varied from the actual
slope as provided by the FEM by less than 1% for nodes away from the
boundaries. At a boundary node with a free boundary condition, the
discrepancy was as high as 44%. This can be attributed to the fact
displacement information is available only on one 'side" of the endpoint. For
the uniformly-shaded distributed transducer design presented in Chapter 4,
the difference between the two methods of calculation averaged 1.2% over the
twenty-four modes of vibration for which the modal coefficients were
calculated. The maximum difference between two estimates of a modal
coefficient was 5.5%. This suggests that either estimate is sufficient to
accurately calculate transducer modal coefficients. Table 3-1 below lists the
first eight modal coefficients calculated using both methods for comparison.
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Method 1: Method 2: % Difference
Mode Equations (3.36) Equation (3.39)
1 2.192le-04 2.1966e-04 0.21
2 -3.0031e-03 -3.0025e-03 0.02
3 -3.1844e-04 -3.1049e-04 2.50
4 3.4992e-02 3.5004e-02 0.03
5 1.2650e-02 1.2658e-02 0.06
6 3.8836e-02 3.8761e-02 0.19
7 4.4509e-02 4.3951e-02 1.25
8 9.585le-03 9.6193e-02 0.36
Table 3-1: Comparison of nondimensional modal coefticients for uniform
"boxcar" shading of distributed transducer.
3.3.4.3 Distributed transducer-ramp shading
A distributed transducer with a linearly increasing or decreasing "ramp"
shading (Figure 3-6) can be dealt with much as with the uniform boxcar
shading. Now, all three methods of calculating the modal coefficients can be
utilized. The spatial distribution may be put into the form of equation (3.37),
where for the transducer shading shown in Figure 3-6, A(x) is
A(x) 1 ((x - a)l - ( - b)) - (x - b)o.b -a (3.47)
Again x = a is the starting location of the transducer and x = b is the ending
location. The first and second derivatives of this shading are
(x) = ((x - a) - (x - b)°) - (x - b)-1, and (3.48)b Da
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A"(x) = ((x - a)-'b -
1
A(x)
4
1
A"(x) 
g
- (x - b)') - (x - b) - 2 .
a b L
x
I _
Lux 3a
Figure 3-6: Plot of A(x) vs. xfor a linearly increasing ramp shading and resultant
loading
Equation (3.36) can then be simplified for this case as
a
ci or bi 
JL 
Jjb 1 ((x -a)'-(x-b)-(x by q,{x)dx,
which when evaluating the integral becomes
ci or b [ I {a) - (,b)) - :{b)].Lb-a'' ' 1
(3.49)
(3.50)
(3.51)
mr~amm~mmd
-
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This may be evaluated as for a discrete transducer, using modal displacement
or slope at the discrete starting and stopping locations, and interpolating
between nodal points as necessary.
The second method requires substituting equation (3.48) for A'(x) and
simplifying. The modal coefficient then reduces to
ci or b i [b a I x)dx- (tb)]. (3.52)
This expression may be evaluated through a combination of methods. The
first term is evaluated by integrating numerically. A piecewise linear
approximation of the FEM-derived slope is first made (Figure 3-4,). As with
the uniform boxcar shading, a numerical integration algorithm is then used
to evaluate the integral. The second term of the modal coefficient expression
is calculated as for a discrete transducer, evaluating the slope of the
eigenfunction at the transducer stopping location b and interpolating as
necessary.
Equation (3.38) represents the third method of calculating modal
coefficients, which for the case of a linearly increasing spatial shading as
described by equation (3.47) simplifies to
ci or b i I b-a,(x)dx. (3.53)
Again, this may be evaluated by using numerical integration as described
above.
In performing the calculation of modal coefficients using the three
aforementioned methods, excellent consistency was seen even though a beam
endpoint was included in the aperture of the transducer. Table 3-2 shows
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modal coefficients calculated using the three different methods for a
distributed transducer with a linearly increasing "ramp" shading; this
example comes from one of the transducer designs to be presented in Chapter
4. For the first eight modes of vibration, the average difference in modal
coefficients was 0.5%. The maximum difference between individual modal
coefficients was 4.0%.
Mode Method 1: Method 2: Method 3:
Equations (3.36), (3.51) Equations (3.38), (3.52) Equations (3.39), (3.53)
1 9.1346 e-05 9.1247 e-05 9.1312 e-05
2 1.7582 e-04 1.7542 e-04 1.7592 e-04
3 -1.7412 e-04 -1.7368 e-04 -1.7487 e-04
4 -1.9357 e-04 -1.9289 e-04 -1.9382 e-04
5 2.5007 e-04 2.4894 e-04 2.5173 e-04
6 2.1511 e-04 2.1384 e-04 2.1704 e-04
7 1.3998 e-04 1.3945 e-04 1.4006 e-04
8 6.6320 e-05 6.4769 e-05 6.9536 e-05
Table 3-2: Comparison of nondimensional modal coefficients for ramp shading of
actuator on right outer vertical grillage element calculated using three
different methods
3.3.4.4 Distributed transducer-composite shading
Using superposition, a distributed transducer having a shading that is a
combination of increasing or decreasing ramp and uniform "boxcar" apertures
may be treated as number of transducers ganged together. The effective
modal coefficients for the composite transducer are just the sum of the modal
coefficients for the separate transducer elements. This makes calculating the
modal coefficients of more complicated shadings much easier. It is not
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necessary, however, that the transducer shadings be piecewise linear. The
methods presented here are appropriate for any transducer shading as long
as it spatial distribution model may be obtained.
3.4 Summary
A modeling technique has been presented in this chapter linking the
design of discrete and shaded distributed transducers to structures modeled
using the finite element method. It accommodates any finite element system
model composed of beam-like elements yielding modal displacements and
rotations at element node locations. It allows the designer a quantitative
means of assessing a transducer design through the calculation of its
corresponding modal coefficients. For interconnected structures this is
paramount because their complexity generally precludes development of PDE
models which permit the direct calculation of modal coefficients. It also opens
these structures to the potential of transducer shading as a design
parameter, allowing the designer another technique (other than transducer
location) of varying how a transducer couples into the structure's natural
modes of vibration. In the following chapter, this design tool shall be used to
aid in experimental transducer design for the hardware demonstration
portion of this thesis.
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transducer spatial
design
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, a transducer spatial design methodology was
developed which aids in the design and selection of transducers for the active
vibration damping of flexible structures. The application of these modeling
tools to a proof-of-concept experiment is presented in this chapter,
demonstrating the utility of spatial transducer design. Section 4.2 details the
design objectives to be met by this experimental investigation and overviews
the means by which they were accomplished.
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Figure 4-1: The Draper grid, a 56" by 59" nine-bay, eight-element aluminum
grillage.
The experimental plant, the "Draper grid", is a 56" by 59" eight-element,
nine-bay aluminum plane grillage shown in Fig. 4-1. The grillage structure
was chosen and designed to be capable of successfully demonstrating all
aspects of the research presented in this thesis. It embodies many of the
characteristics which make active structural vibration control challenging. It
has high modal dimensionality (theoretically of infinite order, actual system
has 24 modes under 100 Hz.). It's modes of vibration are lightly damped (rl
-O{10-2 - 10-3}) and are relatively densely spaced (three modes within less
than 2 Hz separation in the first 10 modes of vibration). Its dynamic
parameters are variable since the grillage consists of discrete elements which
can be skewed, eliminated or otherwise modified to deliberately affect the
structure's dynamic characteristics. It is also a structure others have tried to
model and control previously, with limited success [4.1, 4.2].
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All grillage elements are constructed out of 6061-T6 Aluminum (density
p = 2710 kg/m 3, modulus E = 69.6 x 109 Pa). The vertical elements are 19"
apart on center while the horizontal members are 18" apart on center. The
vertical and three bottom-most horizontal pieces have 3/16" by 2" cross-
sections. For increased transverse and vertical rigidity, the topmost element
is composed of a 62" length of 3" T-section with a 5" length of 1-1/4" diameter
rod welded on either end. These rods fit into 1-1/4" pillow block roller
bearings which allow the assembled grillage to swing freely (a pendulum
mode), thus the top element has pinned boundary conditions.
The pillow blocks may be locked in order to create clamped boundary
conditions along the top element; in all ensuing discussions, and the
experimental investigation, these blocks were clamped. This is useful to
remove the low-frequency pendulum mode which can be sensed by an
accelerometer, but cannot be affected by self-reacting piezo devices such as
PVDF or PZT. The horizontal and vertical elements are bolted together at
their sixteen intersections using 3/8-16 socket head screws and mating nuts
with lock washers. The grid facilitates compensator robustness tests to
changes in grid structural composition and boundary conditions.
The pillow blocks into which the top grillage member fits are connected to
a rigid support structure. The support structure was designed to be very stiff
so that its dynamics are significantly faster than those of the grid and thus do
not interact with the grid's dynamics. It is constructed of entirely of ASTM
A36 structural steel (p = 7840 kg/m3, E = 202.0 x 109 Pa). Various welded
composite mounts made from plain 3/8" sheet, 6" by 12" I-sections and 3/8" by
5" by 5" L-sections are used to affix the pillow blocks to the support structure,
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and, in turn, the support structure to the 4' by 6' Newport optics bench on
which the entire assembly sits. Connecting the top support mounts on which
the pillow blocks (and thus the entire grid) rest to the bottom mounts are
various lengths of 3/8" by 2-1/2" by 2-1/2" L-section bolted at each end and
arranged in a tripod fashion for stability. Again, see Figure 4-1.
Table 4-1 lists material properties of aluminum, the grillage material,
PVDF, and PZT [4.3, 4.4]. These values were used to compute the modal
coefficients and are tabulated in Appendix 2.
Property
E
P
Emax
bmax
h
d3l
d32
g31
k 31
Description
Young's mod
density
max E-field
max width
thickness
piezo const
piezo const
piezo const
piezo const
/ Table 4-1: Physical properties of the aluminum grid, PVDF, and PZT.
Based upon the grid's mode shapes derived from modal and finite element
analyses, it was determined that three transducer pairs could be employed to
meet the goal of controlling vibrations in the grillage over a DC - 21 Hz,
eight-mode bandwidth. These transducer designs are presented in Sections
4.3-4.5. Their nominal locations are depicted by Figure 4-2.
Grid
7.90 E10
2.84 E3
5.08 E-2
4.76 E-3
Units
[N/l 2]
[kg/lm 3]
[V/m]
[m]
[m]
[ml[m/V]
[m2/Coul]
[-]
| PVDF
2.00 E9
1.80 E3
1.93 E7
5.08 E-2
5.20 E-5
2.40 E-11
3.00 E-12
2.16 E-1
1.20 E-1
PZT
6.30 E10
7.65 E3
6.30 E5
3.81 E-2
1.91 E-4
1.66 E-10
1.66 E-10
1.10 E-2 
3.50 E-1
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Figure 4-2: Choice of nominal transducer locations for the Draper grid.
Figure 4-3 shows a plot of the grid's fourth vibrational mode. This mode
shape, along with all other mode shapes, exhibits symmetry about the
vertical centerline of the grillage. Therefore, it is redundant to place
transducers on both outside or both inside vertical elements. The members
with the most consistent amount of strain or curvature as displayed in the
modal model and FEM were the inside and outside vertical elements and
bottom-most horizontal element, and were chosen to be the baseline locations
for the transducers; see Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-3: Mode shape for the Draper grid's fourth vibrational mode.
While in Figure 4-3 it appears that the horizontal element second from the
bottom displays about the same amount of curvature or strain as in either of
the two inner vertical members, this mode is an exception that does not hold
true for the balance of modes in the eight-mode target control bandwidth.
The mode shapes for the first ten modes of vibration as predicted by the finite
element model and measured from the modal analysis are shown in Appendix
3, supporing this choice.
4.2 Design objectives
In the culmination of this research, closed-loop vibration damping
experiments were conducted to demonstrate the utility of the compensator
synthesis methodology. Specifically, the objectives were to experimentally
validate the transducer spatial design methodology, to assess the potential
for damping performance improvement of nonlinear gain weighting over
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linear velocity feedback, and to demonstrate controller robustness to
significant changes in plant dynamics for a dynamically complex,
interconnected structure. A control bandwidth encompassing the first eight
modes of vibration was chosen. This translates to damping all modes under
the frequency of 22 Hz. In doing this, more control effort was concentrated
within the desired control bandwidth and a natural roll-off of the system was
achieved. These experimental goals drove the ensuing transducer designs.
4.2.1 Colocated sensor-actuator pairs
An additional requirement of the experimental investigations was to use
colocated transducers [4.5, 4.6] in order to facilitate the use of decentralized
SISO dissipative compensators. The transducer colocation requirements
derived in Chapter 2 were employed in the transducer designs.
4.2.2 Spatially "shaped loop transfer function
Another transducer design objective was to shape the forward loop
transfer function in such a manner as to enhance vibration damping within
the performance bandwidth. This mandated that the transducers couple well
into the first eight modes of vibration (within the control bandwidth), and roll
off this coupling into higher frequency modes outside the control bandwidth.
In order to achieve this objective it was necessary to employ various types of
transducers, including mixed transducer types, shaded distributed
transducers, and transducer pairs not obviously satisfying colocation
requirements to obtain the desired modal coupling.
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4.2.3 Issues regarding physical realization
As discussed, one objective was to make a transducer's modal coefficients
'large" within the control bandwidth and "small" outside the control
bandwidth of the first eight modes of vibration. A maximum of four
transducer pairs was set by the maximum number of simultaneous data
acquisition channels in our digital control computer, and the number of
available power amplifiers (4) for driving the actuators. One of the resultant
transducer designs requires two discrete sensors to achieve colocation,
limiting the maximum number of transducer pairs to three. Particular
locations were chosen as a trade-off between the desired "shaped" open-loop
transfer function and the ease with which the design could be implemented.
Because the distributed actuators integrate induced moments over their
surface area, it was also desirable to make the distributed actuators as long
as possible to increase control authority.
Since these designs were to be implemented in hardware, it was necessary
to employ simple shading schemes. For example, by using piecewise linear
shadings, a finite number of discrete sensors could be used to achieve
colocation while allowing a bimorph actuator arrangement, effectively
doubling control authority. Also, grid intersections were avoided when
possible to ease the actual application of the transducers on the grillage; the
grid elements were bolted together at their intersections, requiring gaps in
the bimorphs there. °
With the ability to model the transducers and determine a corresponding
set of modal coefficients using the results of the FEM, several different
transducer designs were considered. An illustration of the final transducer
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design appears in Figure 4-4. It consists of three sets of transducers meeting
distributed colocation requirements. The following three sections will
describe each set of colocated transducers individually.
Figure 4-4: Diagram showing physical location of transducers on the Draper Grid.
4.3 Example 1: Discrete sensor colocated with actuator
with "ramp" shading
The first example design consists of an accelerometer colocated with a
bimorph piezoelectric polymer actuator with a linear "ramp" shading. It is
located on the right outer vertical element of the grillage. A diagram
depicting these transducers is shown in Figure 4-5.
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Accelerometer
I
0
Spatially gain weighted
PVDF actuator
Figure 4-5: Diagram of first sensor/actuator pair for the Draper grid.
4.3.1 Plant description (e.g., boundary conditions)
The top of the right outer vertical member of the grillage is near the
locked pillow blocks supporting the structure. Because of its proximity, a
clamped boundary condition can be assumed at its top; the out-of-plane. That
is, displacement and slope of the structure are zero there. At the bottom of
the structure (and the outer vertical member), no restraint exists to prevent
motion of the structure, providing a free boundary condition. Figure 4-6
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shows the modal displacement for this element for the first eight modes of
vibration.
g 0.8
0.
U 0.2
la
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15
modal displacement
Figure 4-6: Modal displacement along rightmost vertical grillage element for the
first eight modes of vibration.
4.3.2 Transducer spatial distribution and satisfaction of colocation
requirements
The first sensor/actuator pair is located on the right outermost vertical
member of the grid (see Figures 4-4, 4-5). This transducer combination
consists of a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [4.5] actuator with linearly
decreasing spatial gain weighting colocated with an accelerometer. Different
means exist for realizing the linearly decreasing shading. For example, it
could be accomplished by varying the thickness of the transducer material or
its poling intensity and thus its piezoelectric properties. The method chosen
here is to vary the transducer's width over the length of the element on which
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it is applied. The actuator begins, and has maximum width, near the top of
the grillage, at a height equal to the center of the (locked) pillow-block
bearings supporting the grillage. The width of the actuator decreases
uniformly for 28.5" along the length of the vertical member. PVDF was
chosen for its ability to withstand large longitudinal and torsional
deformations and the relative ease with which it may be applied in a shaded
manner over a large surface area. A diagram of the shading and effective
loading of this transducer are shown in Figure 4-7. The effective loading
consists of a point force at the end of the pennant offset by an equal and
opposite point force and point moment at the point of masimum transducer
width (both force and moment equilibrium must be satisfied).
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Figure 4-7: Shading of PVDF actuator on right outermost vertical element of the
Draper grid and resuling loading.
By clamping the pillow-blocks supporting the grillage during the controls
tests, there will be virtually no displacement or rotation of the grillage at the
intersections of the outer vertical members with the topmost horizontal
element of the grillage. This was born out in the experimental modal
analysis presented [4.7]. Therefore, the point moment and force created by
the actuator at this location do no work. Only one discrete sensor is needed
to satisfy distributed colocation requirements, placed at the bottom of the
pennant, making the sensor and actuator spatial distributions P(x) equal. A
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Chapter 4: Applications of spatial design methodology
1/2 gram Entran EGA-125-25D/R accelerometer was chosen for the sensor,
primarily for its small size, light weight, and bandwidth. It was placed at the
tip of the PVDF's taper, as is illustrated in Figures 4-4 and 4-5.
Accelerometer electrical isolation was achieved by affixing it to a 1/2" by 3/8"
by 1/8" thick piece of non-conductive polycarbonate which had been epoxied to
the proper location on the grillage element.
4.3.3 Trade-offs
The pennant-shaped PVDF actuator length is a tradeoff. One wants long
actuator length to increase control authority. However, the eighth mode is
not well observed or controlled if the taper runs the entire length of the
member (Figure 4-6). If the transducer runs approximately 0.8 times the
normalized length of the vertical element, the eighth mode is well sensed and
actuated. However, three other modes within the control bandwidth become
nearly unobservable/uncontrollable. It is not until the end of the distributed
transducer is approximately in the middle of the vertical grillage member
that the design couples uniformly into all modes within the control
bandwidth. Thus, a compromise was made: some control authority was
relinquished for the lower frequency modes within the eight mode control
bandwidth while increasing the control authority for the eighth mode by
choosing the actuator ending location to be near the middle of the grillage
element.
4.3.4 Realization
The PVDF actuators were applied to the grillage structure using
techniques described in [4.8]. A brief summary of the application procedure
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is presented here for completeness. The experiment utilized uniaxially-
polarized Atochem 52 Pm PVDF film. Both surfaces of the film were plated
with nickel-aluminum as electrodes. The PVDF was cut to the proper size
and shape using single-edged razor blades, disposing each blade after a single
cut to guard against inducing shorts along the edges of the PVDF caused by
dull razor blade which pinch the electrodes together during cutting. After
cutting the PVDF to the correct size, its location on the structure was
marked.
The structural elements were prepped for the application of the film by
sanding their surfaces with increasingly fine grit emery cloth until smooth.
The aluminum beams were then wiped with acetone-soaked Kimwipes to
remove any surface contaminants, repeating until the Kimwipes appeared
clean after wiping the aluminum.
A mixture of four parts RBC 3215 epoxy resin to one part RBC AB-532
hardener was used to adhere the film to the aluminum structural elements.
After mixing, the epoxy was allowed to sit for several minutes to allow some
of the bubbles induced by mixing to come out of solution. A one inch foam
brush was saturated with this epoxy solution and used to deposit a thin layer
of epoxy on the structural element. Next, a single-edge razor blade was used
like a squeegee to even out and further thin the epoxy layer. The PVDF
actuator element was wrapped around an approximately 1-1/2" diameter
cylinder, and then unrolled on the structural element. This aided in
depositing the PVDF film without trapping air bubbles. If any bubbles were
created, care was taken to remove them, slowly working them to the nearest
film edge by hand. The film was then rolled using acrylic and rubber brayers
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to ensure good adhesion of the PVDF to the aluminum, and a thin bond layer.
When final positioning adjustments had been made, acetone-soaked
Kimwipes were used to remove any excess epoxy near the film, and the bond
was allowed to cure for at least 24 hours. The same procedure was used for
the PVDF sensor described in Section 4.6..
Brass contact pads 3/8" x 1/2" x 0.015" were used to connect external
electrical connections to all of the distributed transducers. A length of 26
gauge stranded wire was soldered to each contact pad. This flexible,
lightweight wire was used in order to avoid influencing the dynamics of the
structure. The pads were adhered to the transducers using a thin layer of
Tra-Con Tra-Duct Bipax BA-2902 silver-filled conductive epoxy. At the
support structure or Newport optics bench, the 26 gauge wire was connected
to one conductor of two-conductor shielded 22 gauge microphone cable using a
screw terminal strip. The microphone cable led to the right rear of the
Newport Optics table where all experimental electrical connections were
made.
The Entran EGA-125-25D/R accelerometers were affixed to the grillage in
the following manner. First, a 3 mm x 3/8" x 1/2" Lexan polycarbonate pad
was epoxied to the appropriate structural location using a small amount of
the RBC epoxy. This was done to electrically isolate the accelerometers from
the grillage structure. Then, using a small layer of beeswax, the
accelerometers were connected to the polycarbonate pad. Later, an
approximately one inch thick foam layer was placed over the accelerometers
when it was discovered that air currents passing over the accelerometers
caused their DC output voltage to drift erratically.
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4.3.5 Discussion
In this particular application, the linearly decreasing "ramp" shading has
very desirable spatial "filtering characteristics [4.9]. It couples into the
natural dynamics of the plant in such a manner that it can be thought of as
filtering out influence from high frequency modes of vibration. The taper
creates a point force proportional to the modal displacement at its end; a
uniformly-shaded distribution would create a point moment proportional to
the angular displacement at its end. The benefit lies in the fact that the
maximum modal displacement remains approximately the same for all modes
while the maximum angular displacement increases with increasing mode
number, as seen in Figure 4-8. Thus, compared to the uniform distribution,
the taper performs a natural roll-off of higher frequency modes. This is
important for structural control applications where the numerous, closely-
spaced modes above the control bandwidth can destabilize the control system
if easily sensed/actuated.
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Figure 4-8: Log-log plot of nondimensional modal coefficients vs. frequency for
piezoelectric actuator with linearly decreasing distribution (x) as in
actuator #1 and for uniformly shaded actuator of identical length and
location (*).
4.4 Example 2: Two discrete sensors colocated with
actuator with "skewed diamond" shading
The second application of the spatial transducer design methodology
consists of two accelerometers whose outputs are weighted such that they are
colocated with a piezoelectric polymer bimorph actuator with a skewed
diamond shading. It is located on the left inner vertical element of the
grillage. A diagram depicting these transducers is shown in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9: Diagram of first sensor/actuator pair for the Draper grid.
4.4.1 Plant description (e.g., boundary conditions)
The top element in the grillage is constructed differently than the others.
Its cross-sectional area is much greater than the other grillage elements and
is in the shape of a '. As a result, the top of the grillage is very stiff. In fact,
the results of modal analyses suggest it is a good approximation to assume no
out-of-plane translation of the grillage along this member. However, it is not
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valid to assume that there is no rotation of the grillage about this element-
at least not near its midpoint. Therefore, the inner vertical elements of the
grillage possess an elastically-restrained pinned boundary condition at their
point of connection to the 'T'. Because of this, the pennant-shaped ramp
distribution could not be used on this element. Again, at the bottom of the
element, a free boundary condition exists. Figure 4-10 shows the modal
displacement for this element for the first eight modes of vibration.
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Modal displacements along left innermost vertical member for first
eight modes of vibration of the Draper grid.
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4.4.2 Transducer spatial distribution and satisfaction of colocation
requirements
The second sensor/actuator pair, located on the left innermost vertical
member of the grillage, consists of a shaded PVDF actuator colocated with
two accelerometers. This application satisfies colocation requirements using
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a combination of multiple discrete sensors and a shaded distributed actuator.
The actuator is shaded via abutting linearly increasing and linearly
decreasing tapers (Figures 4-4, 4-9). The result is a skewed diamond shape.
As before, a PVDF actuator was chosen for its flexibility, ease with which
shading may be performed, and ease of application over large areas. As with
transducer pair number one, the two accelerometers are Entran EGA-125-
25D/R, chosen for their size, weight, and bandwidth.
Figure 4-11 shows the shading along the length of the innermost vertical
element and the resultant forces this shading creates, compared with the
location/loading of the accelerometers. By weighting the output from the
accelerometers with the ratio of-53:36, with the accelerometer nearest the
bottom of the grid being weighted least, and combining the output of the
accelerometers, the sensors and actuator are colocated. This is because the
displacement of the grillage at the top boundary is essentially zero and can
effectively be ignored. Thus, no accelerometer is necessary at the location of
the third (top) point force in order to achieve colocation. It should be noted,
however, that while the linear displacement at the top boundary is
essentially zero, the angular displacement is not. The choice of actuator
shading has 'filtered out" the top boundary condition. This motivated the
actuator design, precluding a distribution like the one shown in Figure 4-7
from being employed.
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Example of spatial gain weighting of actuator on left innermost vertical
member and resultant force loading.
4.4.3 Realization
The PVDF actuators were applied to the grillage structure using
techniques described in [4.8]. A summary of this application procedure was
presented in Section 4.4.4.
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4.4.4 Trade-offs and discussion
The location for the maximum width of the distributed actuator, and thus
the location of the topmost accelerometer, was chosen to give the most
desirable combination of modal filtering characteristics and minimization of
the effective point force at the top of the grillage caused by the actuator's
shading. Dimensional modal coefficients for the first 24 modes of
sensor/actuator pair #2 are listed in Appendix 2 and are displayed graphically
in Figure 4-12. The coefficients show excellent coupling into the first 12
modes of vibration and, with the exception of the 24th mode, lesser coupling
into higher frequency modes.
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Figure 4-12: Second sensor/actuator pair nondimensional modal coefficients.
As the slope of the taper in the top portion of the transducer decreases,
indicating a maxsimum width location increasingly far from the top of the
grillage, the resultant point force at the top of the grillage also decreases.
This is a desirable effect. Undesirable high-frequency modal coupling begins
to occur the closer the shading maximum comes to the bottom of the grillage.
This is because as the two point forces get closer and closer together near the
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bottom of t¢ grillage element, they begin acting like a doublet, or point
moment. This is unwanted since a point moment results in modal coefficients
proportional to modal slope. Modal slope, in turn, increases for increasing
mode number. Thus, the result would be a transducer design which couples
strongly into high frequency modes of vibration above the desired control
bandwidth, limiting the compensator gain. Therefore, a tradeoff was made
between these two characteristics. The transducer runs nearly the entire
length of the grillage member to increase control authority.
4.5 Design example 3: Uniformly shaded distributed
transducers
The third and final application of transducer spatial design is presented in
this section. The third transducer pair is located on the bottom horizontal
element of the grillage, as depicted in Figure 4-13. It consists of an unshaded
piezoelectric ceramic actuator on one side of the beam, colocated with a
piezoelectric sensor with the equivalent uniform shading located on the
opposite side.
Uniformly shaded actuator
and sensor (opposite side)
_ 0 . i .
* .
I
.ii I-
Diagram of first sensor/actuator pair for the Draper grid.
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4.5.1 Plant description (e.g., boundary conditions)
The bottom of the grillage is completely free to move. Therefore, free
boundary conditions exist at the end of the bottom horizontal element. This
precludes the use of either of the two previous transducer designs since each
would require three discrete sensors to achieve colocation. I igure 4-14 shows
the modal displacement for this element for the first eight modes of vibration.
Note the symmetry evident about mid-span.
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Figure 4-14: Modal displacements along bottom-most horizontal member for first
eight modes of vibration of the Draper grid.
4.5.2 Transducer spatial distribution and satisfaction of colocation
requirements
The final set of transducers is on the bottom-most horizontal member of
the grillage. It consists of three 1.5" x 2.5' PZT piezoelectric actuating
elements ganged together as one transducer, colocated with a PVDF sensor
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having the same location and shading affixed to the opposite side. A diagram
representing the location of the transducers and their effective loading is
shown in Figure 4-15. With free boundary conditions necessitating that a
minimum of three discrete sensors (linear accelerometers) are required to
achieve colocation with a shaded distributed transducer, a distributed sensor
and actuator with identical shadings were chosen for this location instead.
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Figure 4-15: Location of PZT actuator and PVDF sensor on bottom-most horizontal
member of the Draper grid and resulting loading.
The piezoelectric material PZT was chosen as the actuator rather than
PVDF as used in the other two transducer designs for several reasons. Given
PZT's larger d31 and d32 constants-roughly two orders of magnitude [4.5-
4.6, 4.10] (see Table 4-1)-a higher control effort vis-a-vis modal coupling can
be realized for the same aperture. Also, a reduced cross-coupling effect of the
control signal to the colocated sensor may be realized due to the lower
maximum control voltage used.
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4.5.3 Realization
The PVDF sensor was applied to the grillage using techniques described
in Section 4.4.4. The application of the three 2-1/2" by 1-1/2" by 195 Am PZT
actuators reqired a slightly different technique; differences are noted here.
Like the piezoelectric polymer PVDF, the PZT actuators are plated with
conductive electrodes on each face. The aluminum structural element was
prepared as described above as well as the epoxy mixture. The epoxy was
applied to the aluminum beam in the same manner. However, a slightly
thicker layer was applied. The epoxy layer was again smoothed and made
thin and uniform using a single-edge razor blade. Since the PZT actuator
elements were brittle, care was taken not to put any undue stress on them
which might cause them to chip or fracture. Rather than rolling them on the
acrylic cylinder, they were manually placed on the aluminum element
starting at one end and working toward the other in order to minimize the
entrapment of air. The actuator element was then passed over lightly with a
rubber brayer in order to remove excess epoxy. Finally, a clamping jig was
constructed to apply uniform pressure over the face of the actuator while the
epoxy cured.
The application procedure for the PZT actuators was repeated two other
times, separating the individual elements by approximately 1/8". A small
bead of the RBC epoxy was deposited between the individual elements and
allowed to cure for approximately 24 hours. Then, in order to link the three
individual piezoceramic pieces electrically, a layer of Tra-Con Tra-Duct Bipax
BA-2902 silver-filled conductive epoxy was spread with a small paint brush
over the RBC epoxy bead to bridge the PZT crystals' electrodes. The
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electrical connections and application of the PVDF sensor follows the
procedure described in Section 4.4.4.
4.5.4 Trade-offs and discussion
A drawback of PZT is that it is a brittle material, and is difficult to cut or
shape. As a result, a boxcar (uniform) aperture was selected for the
transducers' shading. It was necessary to require that the actuator avoid
grillage intersections. These limitations affected the choice of locations for
the transducers and also their resultant coupling into the natural modal
dynamics of the structure. As with the previous transducers, the location
was chosen to best couple into the eight modes within the control bandwidth
while reducing sensitivity to higher frequency modes. The final location is
asymmetric about midspan (Figure 4-4, 4-13). Appendix 2 lists the modal
coefficients for these transducers for the first eight modes of the Draper Grid
(those modes within the control bandwidth), and for the next sixteen modes of
vibration. They are presented graphically in Figure 4-16.
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In Figure 4-16, note the difficulty of coupling into lower frequency modes
as opposed to those at higher frequency. This is evidence of the spatial
differentiation property of unshaded transducers discussed earlier, shown in
Figure 4-8. Rather than sensing or exciting modal displacement, these
transducers sense and excite modal slope. Thus, instead of performing a
natural roll-off spatially, this transducer pair becomes more and more
sensitive to modes of vibration above the control bandwidth where modal
slope grows. This was unavoidable due to the inability to shape/shade the
piezoceramics. It places a practical limit on how much control authority can
be utilized as will be seen when the temporal compensators are designed in
Chapter 6.
4.6 Summary
This chapter has presented an application of the transducer spatial design
methodology of Chapter 3 to the design of shaded transducers for a 56" by 59"
aluminum grillage. Experimental objectives were detailed and the design of
the grid was summarized. Three separate sensor/actuator pair designs were
presented, all satisfying distributed colocation requirements. Their design
was accomplished with the aid of the spatial control design tool developed in
Chapter 3 and the use of a finite element model of the structure. Both
discrete and distributed transducers were used, including the realization of
multiple discrete sensors colocated with a single shaded distributed actuator.
The spatial compensator design is now complete for the grillage. The
transducer design facilitates the development of a temporal compensator for
the grid. This is described in Chapter 5.
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compensator design:
Links to transducer
spatial synthesis
5.1 Introduction and motivation
This chapter considers the temporal portion of the control design. Modern
multivariable techniques are problematic because they rely heavily on a
detailed plant temporal model that cannot realistically be obtained for
complex structures [5.1-5.5]. For example, as discussed in the introductory
chapter, Balas and Doyle observed an average error of over 22% in predicting
the first five vibratory modes for the CalTech Flexible Truss. Multivariable
compensator design techniques, however, provide the means to structure the
feedback controller so as to attack certain modes or modal groups. They can
be used to shape the system's forward loop transfer function.
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Decentralized, dissipative controllers such as local velocity feedback are
largely insensitive to plant temporal parameters-this makes them appealing
for active structural vibration control. However, by being unstructured, they
cannot be employed to target, say, specific modes or mode groups. One can
introduce structure in the forward loop, however, through a suitable
transducer spatial design. As shown in Chapters 2-4, one can utilize shaded
distributed transducers to emphasize particular modes or modal bandwidths,
in part obviating the need for a highly-structured temporal compensator. By
using colocated shaded transducers, which themselves shape (structure) the
forward loop, one can target modes or modal bandwidths. One method of
obtaining these dissipative temporal controllers has been through the use of
Lyapunov techniques.
The use of the second (or direct) method of Lyapunov to actively control
the vibrations in flexible structures has been the subject of numerous
investigations, particularly in the context of distributed piezoelectric
transducers for sensing and actuation. Bailey and Hubbard [5.6] used the
piezoelectric polymer PVDF as a active vibration damper for a cantilever
beam, investigating bothe rate feedabck and switching control. Further
investigation into the vibration control of a cantilever beam using a
Lyapunov-based controller was performed by Plump, Bailey, and Hubbard
[5.7]. Connally and Hubbard [5.8] expanded these results to two dimensions,
exploring the vibration control of the first two modes of a composite cantilever
beam with rate feedback. Burke [5.9] illustrated Lyapunov-based vibration
control on a beam with pinned-pinned boundary conditions, using shaded
piezoelectric transducers and switching control to control both even- and odd-
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symmetric modes of vibration. Miller [5.10] used this control methodology,
implemented via rate feedback, on a Y-shaped structure.
The general concept of Lyapunov control hinges around developing a
Lyapunov functional for the system which for the aforementioned
experiments was a measure of the sum of system kinetic and potential
energy. This typically required a partial differential equation model of the
plant. The functional is extremized, and a suitable control law is chosen in
order to ensure that energy is always being removed from the system; the
system is marginally stable in the closed loop. The control laws consisted of
switching control or velocity feedback.
A temporal control methodology is presented here which is similar to the
Lyapunov-based controllers in that it seeks to remove energy from the
system. However, it does not require a detailed analytic model of the plant,
nor the development of an energy functional. Coupled with the appropriate
colocated/shaded spatial compensator design, it provides for the active
vibration damping of more complex, interconnected flexible structures.
The method presented reduces the theoretically infinite-order plant to a
second-order input/output representation, capturing its vibratory nature in a
series of decentralized input/output loops. Assuming colocated transducers, a
temporal controller is designed where the equivalent control input is derived
assuminging no a priori temporal knowledge of the plant dynamics. For
vibration damping, the equivalent control reduces to output velocity feedback,
a known stabilizing control when colocated transducers are employed.
Ideally, one is interested in a tradeoff between velocity feedback, whose
stability characteristics can be determined through choice of feedback gain X
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but whose damping performance can be conservative, and the increased
damping performance of switching control which has implementation-related
stability-robustness problems due to its high-bandwidth control discontinuity
(Figure 5-1). The baseline control input is, therefore, augmented through the
use of a nonlinear gain weighting to enhance the vibration damping
performance of the controller while constraining the nonlinear gain profile's
frequency content and maximum slope. The following section details the
temporal control design for flexible structures.
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Figure 5-1: Plot of magnitude of control input versus sensor "velocity". The solid
line represents velocity feedback. The dashed line represents
switching control.
5.2 Temporal control synthesis
The synthesis of the temporal controller consists of several stages. In
order to begin, the system must be transformed to a representation amenable
to control design.
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5.2.1 System representation
Assume a linear generalized wave equation representation of the system,
Wtt(X, t) + Lw(x, t) = u(x, t), (5.1)
where w(x, t) is the time t and space x dependent displacement vector of the
system, u(x, t) is the spatially-distributed, time-dependent input vector, and
L is a matrix of differential operators which models the system. The
components of w(x,t) are scalar distributed signals. This description can be
used to represent the dynamics of complex multidimensional structures. It
has been shown by Weeks [5.12] that the finite element method is based upon
and may be derived from this representation. Consequently, the ensuing
analysis is applicable to the same class of systems-linear self-adjoint
structures.
Although the method presented here is applicable to a system with
coupled vibrational modes in multiple dimensions [5.13], the analysis that
follows is restricted to dynamics in one dimension. Displacements in the
transverse direction will occur while those in other directions are assumed to
be negligible or zero. This significantly simplifies the representation of the
dynamics and allows the problem to be presented more compactly. Equation
(5.1) thus reduces to
wtt(x, t) + Lw (x, t) = u(x, t), (5.2)
where w (x, t) is a scalar-valued funiction representing the distributed
displacement of a structure in one dimension, L is a differential operator, and
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u (x, t) is the distributed input. For example, when L is the operator Ep 41 []
equation reduces to
Wtt(X, t) + w,.(x, t) = u(x, t), (5.3)
which is the familiar Bernoulli-Euler model for the transverse vibrations of a
thin uniform beam.
5.2.2 Reduction to canonical form
The generalized wave equation (5.2) is multiplied through by a square-
integrable function P(x), and integrated over the system's extent D yielding,
jP(x)tt( t)dx +f P(x)Lw(x,t)dx= P(x)u(x, t)dx. (5.4)
Hereafter, equation (5.4) will be referred to as the modified generalized wave
equation. The displacement of the system may be separated into its spatial
and temporal components,
w(x, t)= w(t)r(x). (5.5)
The spatial operation of any sensor affixed to the structure is modeled by
an appropriate function P(x) representing the sensor distribution [5.14, 5.15],
acting upon the distributed displacement of the system. The corresponding
sensor ou4put temporal signal y is
y(t) = f P(x)w(x, t)dx. (5.6)
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For example, the spatial distribution of a point accelerometer is just a delta
function at the point of its application, 8(x -- xa). The first integral in
equation (5.4) is the second derivative with respect to time of the sensor
output, analogous to an acceleration.
As with the distributed displacement, the distributed input to the system
may be separated into its spatial and temporal components,
u (x, t) = Q(x) r(t), (5.7)
where Q(x) is the actuator's spatial distribution, and o(t) is the exogenous
control input signal. It is here where one can see both the spatial and
temporal nature of the problem. Unlike a lumped parameter system where
Q(x) is always the same, Q(x) can be chosen to affect the performance of the
distributed parameter control system; it is a spatial design variable.
Focusing on the last integral in equation (5.4), we now assume that the
transducers are colocated: P(x) = Q(x) [5.14-5.16]. This permits the
definition of a scaled exogenous control signal u(t),
u (t = o(t) P(x)dx. (5.8)
In equation (5.4), the third integral reduces to u(t). The middle integral in
the modified generalized wave equation is defined as -f (t),
f(t) -f P (x)Lw (x,t)dx, (5.9)
and represents the (poorly known or unknown) dynamics of the plant.
Consequently, equation (5.4) may be expressed compactly as
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y(t) = f(t) + u(t), (5.10)
where y is the sensor output signal, u is the scaled, time-dependent
exogenous control input signal, and f represents the (potentially unknown)
dynamics of the plant. Disturbance inputs to the plant have not been
included in equation (5.10) for the sake of simplicity. The system
representation has been transformed from the generalized wave equation (eq.
(5.1), (5.2)) to a second order system in canonical variable structure control
(VSC) form.
5.2.3 Developement of baseline temporal controller
In order to develop a temporal control for the system (5.10), a time-
varying 'error surface' is defined in the phase-plane by the line s = 0, where
( A y. (5.11)
A is a positive-definite constant, and
y -Y-Yd, (5.12)
where Yd is the desired sensor output. For a second-order system (n = 2), this
simplifies to
s =y + , (5.13)
representing a weighted sum of output errors.
For vibration control, the desired sensor output and its time derivative are
zero: Yd =Yd = O0. The vibration control problem reduces to keeping the scalar
error s at zero, and ensuring that when it is not, the system is always moving
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towards the zero weighted sum of errors s = 0 line in the phase-plane. This
can be achieved by choosing a control law such that the "distance" to the error
surface always decreases,
1 dis2]< . Is 7, (5.14)2 dt
where q7 is a positive-definite constant. Performing the differentiation with
respect to time and substituting in the expression for s, taken from the
derivative of equation (5.13) gives
s(f+ -d + -T71 s I. (5.15)
By setting the terms within the parenthesis in equation (5.15) to zero
(which satisfies the inequality), an explicit expression for the control input
may be obtained which is called the equivalent control [5.17]. The equivalent
control may be interpreted as the control law which would achieve 9 = 0 were
the dynamics of the system completely known. The best approximation of the
equivalent control input is
u = -f + d -y, (5.16)
where f is the best estimate of the plant dynamics. Substituting this
expression of estimated control input for the true control input, most terms
cancel and one sees that stability is guaranteed if
s(f-f)< - lsl S (5.17)
This inequality must hold, and will by augmenting the estimated control
input ui with an additional term:
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u = - Ksgn (s), (5.18)
where the gain K is equal to
K = max (absf- ?)) + 7. (5.19)
With the choice of K from equation (5.19), the system is guaranteed to be
stable. However, a problem exists for a system whose dynamics cannot be
closely estimated (e.g. if - fI is large). The discontinuous control gain K can
be very large in magnitude, making the system theoretically stable, but
practically useless. It is here that transducer colocation can be exploited.
5.2.4 Implications of colocated transducers
It was assumed previously that colocated transducers are employed. For
vibration control, d =:Yd = 0. For a complex structure it is unlikely that the
spatial operator L[ I will be known, giving no clues as to the eigenstructure
of the system [5.12]. This also implies that the A integral is at a minimum
poorly modeled, or at worst unknown. It is reasonable, then, to suggest a first
estimate of fthat is zero: f = 0. That is, no a priori plant model is assumed.
With the aforementioned assumptions and simplifications, the equivalent
control input reduces to
u =-Ay, (5.20)
which is substituted into (5.20) to realize the temporal controller. Equation
(5.20) is output velocity feedback, and is a known stabilizing control input for
open-loop marginally stable plants employing colocated transducers [5.13].
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In a state-space model of the system, the B and C matrices represent the
actuator and sensor operation [5.16], and for colocated transducers they are
related by C = B"P [5.13] where P is a symmetric, positive-definite matrix.
With decentralized SISO control loops, this reduces to C = k 2BT, where we
know that k2 is a positive definite constant (or, alternatively, that
nondimensional sensor and actuator modal coefficients are equal). According
to the Kalman-Yakubovich lemma [5.17], this guarantees that the closed-loop
system will be stable if negative feedback is utilized and the system is open-
loop stable, regardless of the exact values contained in the system matrix A.
Therefore, with colocated transducers, velocity feedback is a stabilizing input
insensitive to the state-space A matrix; the matrix which contains
information regarding plant natural frequencies and damping ratios.
For our system, the information contained in the state-space mLtrix A is
represented by f Hence, our assumption of no a priori temporal model for f
equates to insensitivity to specific knowledge regarding the system's state-
space A matrix. It follows that the system will be robust to significant
changes in its modal characteristics as long as its transducers remain
colocated; the transducer-augmented plant is always positive definite.
By applying rate feedback with positive-definite gain, one (theoretically)
assures closed-loop stability for a structural system with colocated
transducers. This provides an opportunity to replace the problematic hard
control discontinuity of the switching term in (5.12) with a "softer" nonlinear
term to increase performance. The baseline velocity feedback design is
detailed in the following section.
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5.2.5 Linear control gain
In this section the gain of a baseline output velocity feedback controller is
derived using classical linear-system gain and phase margin arguments. One
of the properties of colocated transducers is the interlacing of the system
poles and zeros. This interlacing phenomenon can be capitalized upon in
selection of control gain A from equation (5.18). The analysis assumes that
the modes are lightly damped, a characteristic of many flexible structures,
and are thus non-coupled.
With uncoupled modes, the resonant response of the system may be
approximated by a series of independent second-order systems,
Yn + 2noai)n + aML7n =bnu, (5.21)
Y = c?, (5.22)
where 77n is the nth mode's amplitude, cn is the nth mode's sensor modal
coefficient, bn is the nth mode's actuator modal coefficient, ~ is the natural
damping ratio of the nth mode of vibration, and (o is the frequency at which
this mode occurs. A modal coefficient indicates the degree to which a sensor
or actuator couples into the natural modal dynamics of a system [5.14]. As
was shown previously, with colocated transducers these modal coefficients
are of the same sign if colocated transducers are employed.
The magnitude of the nth resonant peak of this colocated-transducer-
augmented system is the magnitude of the nth second-order system at its
resonant frequency. For systems having low internal damping ;i resonant
frequencies occur at essentially the natural frequencies of the system (as the
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damping ration approaches zero, the resonant frequency approaches a)
[5.18]) and its magnitude Wr may be approximated by
w = 2¢n' (5.23)
Without the effects of phase lag in the control signal path, a large control
gain could be used, or infinite bandwidth could be achieved, without driving
high frequency modes of vibration unstable. In such a system, switching
control could be implemented successfully. However, by implementing a
system in real hardware various phase lags are incurred. These phase lags
are due to computational time delays, actuator and sensor dynamics, etc.
In selecting the gain used for the output velocity feedback controller of
equation (5.23), these phase lags must be taken into account. This means
estimating the dynamics of the sensor and actuator, electronics and
amplifiers, computational time delays, zero-order hold associated with digital
compensator, anti-alias filter, and any other significant dynamics. These
dynamics are typically faster than the desired control bandwidth, and are
modeled here as pure time delays. All time delays are summed to compute a
value for the total time delay T. The phase lag T in degrees associated with
this time delay is
9 ,T180 T, (5.24)
where is the frequency at which the phase lag is being calculated.
With output velocity feedback and colocated transducers, the phase of the
open loop system varies between 90° and -90°, as depicted for a system
without any phase lags in Figure 5-2. The gain margin Kg of the system is
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the reciprocal of the magnitude of the loop transfer function T(O') at the
frequency aop where the phase angle is -180° [5.18],
K=Tj 1 
.
(5.25)
Similarly, the phase margin yis the total phase lag v at the loop transfer
crossover frequency a where the gain is unity, which will bring the system to
the verge of instability [5.18],
y= 180 + . (5.26)
Thus, for stability, the loop transfer function must be less than unit
magnitude for all frequencies where the magnitude of the phase lag becomes
90° or greater. This is most critical at the system resonances, as seen in
Figure 5-2. At a particular structural resonance, the magnitude of the loop
transfer function T(jao,) is
I T(j)[ = Awr 2;t= 2 (5.27)2C4'~
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Figure 5-2: Magnitude and phase of ideal signal path (no phase lags) with
colocated transducers employing output velocity feedback.
Note interlacing of poles and zeros.
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Figure 5-3: Magnitude and phase of same system as in Figure 5-2, but with
phase lag effects of pure time delays in signal path
One can now solve for the maximum possible gain which will not destabilize
the closed-loop system,
Xma= < min(), in 2 (5.28)
This expression is evaluated at all modes n where the phase lag is -90° or
greater. The minimum value calculated for A is the maximum value which
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can be used, corresponding to zero gain margin. In order to return some gain
margin and increase the phase margin, one should evaluate all modes where
the phase lag is, say, -70° or greater, then choose A to be less than the
absolute maximum calculated in equation (5.25).t
It is the cumulative effect of phase lags in the system which determines
the maximum bandwidth obtainable by the closed-loop system. The
controller's gain must be low enough so that the resonances at frequencies
above the -90° phase lag frequency are not excited. Quantitatively, this
means the maximum bandwidth BW, (in radians per seconds) is
BWmax 2 (5.29)
where T is the equivalent total time delay in the system. Of course, if a gain
lower than Xm, is used, the bandwidth will be less than this theoretical
maxmirmum.
5.2.6 Nonlinear control gain
In a conventional variable structure controller like that in equation (5.18),
augmentation of the equivalent control is required to assure closed-loop
system stability. Some Lyapunov-based controllers have employed
discontinuous control inputs to increase vibration damping. The
discontinuous control input can often be problematic even in lumped
parameter systems [5.17] due to its high bandwidth control discontinuity. In
t A typical rule of thumb is to have at least 6 dB of gain margin [5.13]. Experimentally, it
was found that a gain margin of 4 dB was sufficient for the investigations undertaken in
the hardware demonstration of this work, described in Chapter 6.
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sliding mode control, a particular type of variable structure control, a fixed or
time-varying boundary layer is typically introduced to diffuse chattering
problems by removing the control discontinuity. Before further development
of the nonlinear gain profile for structural vibration damping, it is necessary
to show why these methods, while convenient for lumped parameter system
tracking control, are inappropriate for vibration damping of flexible
structures where the exact model of the system is uncertain.
5.2.6.1 Rationale for use of nonlinear control gain
As stated previously, the magnitude of the discontinuous control K is
dependent upon the uncertainty in modeling f in equation (5.20). The value
off, in turn, is dependent upon the spatial operator L[ ]I which is not likely to
be known [5.12]. Thus, a problem exists in determining what the magnitude
of K should be since its components are unknown. With the true magnitude
of K unknown, a conservatively large estimate for K must be made to ensure
system stability (eq. (5.14)). This, too, can be problematic since finite control
authority is available-the control law might necessitate larger control input
than can be achieved.
With the addition of a fixed boundary layer, the control law in equation
(5.18) becomes
u = -Ksatj, (5.30)
where q is the boundary layer thickness, u = -X$: (5.20) is the equivalent
control which has reduced to velocity feedback, s = - Xy (5.13) is the
weighted sum of sensor output errors, and K (5.19) is the additional control
gain necessary to guarantee stability. The sat[ ] function is defined as
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sat[x] = x if xl < 1, 31
sat[x] = 1 otherwise.
By choosing the additional control input as a function of the weighted sum of
errors s, one is no longer necessarily guaranteed stability through the use of
colocated transducers [5.12]; the system is no longer purely dissipative.
Instead, the term in the control law proportional to 'position' stiffens the
system, potentially adding energy. This is contrary to the stated vibration
damping goal of removing energy from the system.
This also points out a fundamental difference between distributed
parameter system vibration control and lumped parameter system tracking
control. With vibration control, one is not interested in 'position'per se, but
rather the rate of change of position. If the sensor rate of change is made to
go to zero, then the position will be constant and the system will not be
vibrating. For flexible structures, the static position of the structure is only
of interest in shape control applications.
A reasonable alternative, then, might be to eliminate the weighting on the
position error term in s so that s = y. This would guarantee system stability
without having to determine the exact magnitude of K since the control law
within the boundary layer reduces to pure linear output velocity feedback,
albeit with a different feedback gain. Velocity feedback is the baseline which
one wants to improve upon, so this is of no benefit. No added damping
performance can be gained, since this system cannot arbitrarily increase
feedback gain without a similar loss in stability robustness; the overall gain
must remain the same to preserve the system's gain margin. Thus, one
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might investigate a time-varying boundary layer to see if it can address these
problems.
Seeking a performance increase over a fixed boundary layer, a time-
varying boundary layer can be employed. In this case, the dynamics of the
time-varying boundary layer O(t) are driven by the desired state trajectory yd,
0(t) +10(t)=k(yd). (5.32)
This concept is not directly transferable to vibration control of distributed
parameter systems where the desired state 'trajectory' is a constant-after
initial transients, the boundary layer dynamics decay and the boundary layer
thickness is constant. Thus, no way exists of increasing the boundary layer
to account for disturbance inputs which force the system off the error surface.
Likewise, without full knowledge of the plant dynamics and disturbance
inputs, one is unable to determine a suitable state trajectory to return the
system to the null state to damp vibrations.
Fortunately, since colocated transducers and rate feedback (5.20) are
being employed, this control augmentation is not necessary to achieve system
stability. Benhabib et al. [5.13] have shown that any odd-symmetric control
input (for colocated transducers and an augmented input in the form of
equation (5.18)) with Kpositive-definite will be stable. Kmay be time
varying. Therefore, we shall consider a nonlinear control weighting that can
damp the system more than velocity feedback alone. The remainder of this
section describes the motivation for and calculation of the nonlinear gain
profile.
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5.2.6.2 Constraints
In order to determine the nonlinear gain profile, constraints are imposed
aimed at limiting the frequency content of the nonlinearity and its maximum
slope.
Umax
I.
c
C
VV ^J V@PYuax/A
Figure 54: Design of baseline velocity feedback controller with feedback gain X
5.2.6.2.1 Baseline linear design
If one is to augment velocity feedback with a nonlinear gain profile, then
the first step in the control synthesis is to design a baseline" velocity
feedback controller. This is accomplished using classical linear-system gain
and phase margin arguments as prescribed in the Section 5.2.5. The
saturation point of this controller, :ye = um./, is fixed by the actuator
characteristics (Figure 5-4).
5.2.6.2.2 Constraint at origin
In order to retain the stability robustness of the local velocity feedback
control near the origin, we require the nonlinear, gain to be equivalent to the
__ I_
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baseline velocity feedback near the origin (Figure 5-5). This is to preserve the
linear system equivalent gain- and phase-margin in this region and amounts
to the imposition of two constraints.
._
0
O;
Gain constraint
near origin
OLADIuL V=IuI.LJY ULU4IUL, ) Umaz/A
Figure 5-5: Constraint on gain near origin,
There can be no control discontinuity at the origin. The control
discontinuity at the origin is removed because it causes unnecessary high
frequency components (spectral content) in the control signal, leading to
spillover and instability akin to chattering. A velocity feedback controller has
spectral content which is proportional to 1/w2, as calculated by its Fourier
transform (Figure 5-6). The frequency content of a switching controller is
proportional to 1/o,
f(y) = dlsgn[y] - F() = 2f dlsin(coy)dy = 2d, (5.33)
Therefore, in order to reduce the potentially destabilizing high frequency
content of the control signal, one eliminates discontinuities in control
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amplitude at the origin so that the frequency content of the nonlinear
controller does not easily excite high-frequency modes of vibration-it 'rolls-
off like the velocity feedback controller.
0
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frequency (Hz)
Figure 5-6: Spectral content of sgn[4], top (discontinuity in control amplitude
like switching control) and 5', bottom (velocity feedback).
90 100
Near the origin, the nonlinear control input magnitude un, must not
exceed the baseline velocity feedback controller's input (Figure 5-5) or the
equivalent linear system gain margin of the system will decrease. Any
decrease in gain margin is a decrease in the overall stability-robustness of the
system. Therefore,
ua(j_)< • i' (5.34)
near the origin. (Note that the deleterious effects of a step discontinuity in
amplitude at the origin can also be thought of along these lines, since it
implies that X = at the origin.) The nonlinear controller then has the same
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stability characteristics as the baseline velocity feedback controller in this
region.
5.2.6.2.3 Constraint at saturation
Spillover of the control signal into higher-order modes of vibration is to be
avoided at the point of control saturation since this may destabilize higher
frequency modes. The implications of this constraint on the choice of
nonlinear gain profile are that there be no discontinuities in control
amplitude or slope at the point of saturation (Figure 5-7), where
(Umax) = U__ (5.35)
and
u( X . (5.36)
Umaxix B
-I
.0
Ub
Gain constraint -;at saturationa .
Velocity feedback
control input --. ,, 
Jo an * ' _ ^; ^v v t *_ · L ·'
/~~~~~: .I do. ._;ES
/ , ~~~~''· , rtv0.,, J
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Figure 5-7: Constraint on gain profile at point of saturation.
Mathematically, the motivation for this requirement may be shown by
examining the Fourier transform of a step discontinuity in both amplitude
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and displacement. The former introduces frequency content in the control
signal proportional to 1/o,
d,f() = d() --> F(o) =J dle-j'd: = -,), (5.37)
while the latter introduces frequency content proportional to 1/X2,
f() = cl() 1 -+ F(co) = cje-Jid = 2 (5.38
Therefore, by eliminating these discontinuities, the high frequency content of
the control signal at the onset of saturation can be reduced.
5.2.6.2.4 Constraint on maximum gain
So that the choice of nonlinear gain profile does not require excessively
high control gain, the equivalent linear system zero-gain-margin line is not
exceeded (Figure 5-8). This line equates to the zero-margin gain Max
calculated in equation (5.28) before the gain is reduced to restore gain and
phase margin. The basis for this is founded upon classical linear gain margin
concepts and it implies that at no time will the loop transfer function for
modes with phase less than -180° ever exceed unity. In an equivalent linear
system sense, stability problems will be avoided if the nonlinear controller
does not exceed this maximnm slope.
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Figure 5-8: Maximum slope constraint.
Mathematically, the constraint may be written,
u(S') <;: , X (5.39)
where max is the slope of the zero gain margin line in the uU) vs. :5 curve
determined by using equation (5.25).
5.2.6.2.5 Constraint on nonlinear gain profile
So that the nonlinear gain profile does not unnecessarily excite high
frequency modes of vibration, one wants the Fourier transform of the
nonlinear curve to "look" as much like velocity feedback as possible. The
Fourier transform of non-saturating velocity feedback is 1/A. By taking the
Fourier transform of the synthesized nonlinear gain profile, one obtains its
frequency spectra. In general, it will contain terms proportional to 1/co, 1/o2,
etc. Spillover properties can be enhanced by judicious selection of nonlinear
gain profile, eliminating all l/arelated terms in its Fourier transform,
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therefore assuring the nonlinearity has the same dominant frequency content
as velocity feedback.
A competing goal is that one also wants to make the system damp
vibrations "like switching control". This is approached by increasing the gain
as much as possible subject to the preceding constraints. The area A under
the u(y) vs. y' curve is proportional to the average control input ai as a
function of y,
A =| u dy (5.40)
where the upper limit on the integral is the saturation point of the baseline
velocity feedback controller since beyond this point the controllers have equal
gain. Maximizing the area A, subject to the above constraints, increases the
average control input. This is equivalent to minimizing the average distance
from the nonlinear gain to the control saturation limit and the zero-gain-
margin equivalent velocity feedback gain limit.
5.2.6.3 Realization employing cubic splines
A convenient method to describe the nonlinear profile is through the use
of cubic splines. The boundary conditions imposed at the origin and point of
saturation fully describe a single fixed spline. Therefore, a minimum of two
cubic splines must be employed in order to describe the required gain profile.
This provides three degrees of freedom-the location, amplitude, as well as
the slope of the end of the first spline and the beginning of the second. Two
degrees of freedom are necessary in order to eliminate all 1/o-related terms
in the Fourier transform of the nonlinearity. The final degree of freedom can
be used to maximize the average control input (the amount of area subtended
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by the nonlinear cubic spline curves) while still meeting the other constraints
imposed on the nonlinearity (Figure 5-9). Different describing functions,
more cubic splines, or splines of higher order may be used, providing more
degrees of freedom. However, two cubic splines provide the minimum
number of degrees of freedom necessary in order to accomplish the
aforestated objectives.
Umax -
._
-a
cI-0r.
Constrained nonlinear
control input---X
sensor "velocity" output, Iu
Figure 5-9: Specification of cubic spline nonlinear profile by adjusting location of
and slope at intersection of first and second splines while satisfying all
constraints.
The resulting control law is then,
u(5) =
for on [OX
for I on [X,Um/X] , (5.41)
for I I on [UmaX,o] 
where the cubic splines are
ui() = a5l3 I+ b 15I12 + cl15 + dl,
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u2) = a[ I' + b [5 2 + cj5 1 + d, (5.42b)
U3 = Umax. (5.42c)
al, bl, cl, dl, a2, b2, c2, and d2 are spline coefficients, X is the location of their
intersection, u is the control input which has a mimum U Xma,  is the gain
of the baseline velocity feedback controller, and y is the sensor "velocity"
output.
The Fourier transform of the nonlinear gain profile is
x
U(co) = 2J ul()sin(o)d. + 2J u()sin(c)dj + 2J us)sin(o)dy. (5.43)
Since it is a cubic polynomial, the Fourier transform of the nonlinear spline
profile contains terms in 1/6, 1/o2, 1/c3, and 1/o4,
U(o)= T 1 +T1 + T3 +4 1. (5.44)
In order to limit the spectral content of the nonlinear gain, the profile is
constrained to have the same dominant spectral content as pure (non-
saturating) velocity feedback (e.g., 11/2). This implies the coefficients of the
l/a-related terms in the Fourier transform of the nonlinear profile, which do
not roll-off as quickly as the 1/w2 or higher-order terms, be set to zero. There
are 13 terms which are proportional to 1/c. The intersection location of the
splines X as well as the value of the control input F and slope S at this
location can be appropriately chosen to eliminate all l/o-related terms (T1).
The thirteen terms proportional to 1/ are:
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umaxo{$(O) + 6Xalcos(Xw) +X a1cos(Xw)
- X 2 b 1COS(X(o) - Xctcos(Xo) +X3a 2cos(Xco)
T, -_ (a a2 cs ) + X2b2cos(X) (5 45
(Umax) b2 cost Umx) + XC 2C(XC)
- ua 2 co -") + d2coXC)- cos(Umax)
The task, then, reduces to picking the first cubic spline ending point
location, amplitude, and slope to maximize the average control input as a
function of y (area subtended by the nonlinear gain u($) vs. 5 curve) while not
violating any of the aforementioned constraints, and while eliminating all 1/w
components in the Fourier transform of the gain profile. This can be done
using an optimization (minimization) routine in MATLAB. Mathematically it
reduces to:
Determine:
F: the value of cubic splines at their intersection
S: the slope of cubic splines at their intersection
X: the location of cubic spline intersection
to maximize
* A =f ud (5.46)
subject to the constraints
* u1 (0) = 0, (5.47)
* u;(O) < A, (5.48)
* u1(p) < X near origin, (5.49)
=* U( - Ums , (5.50)
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* u < u = 0, (5.51)
* Uit)< Umax, (5.52)
* uy) < ra (5.53)
* T = 0. (5.54)
5.2.6.4 Analytic performance comparison
For the sake of illustration, and to clarify the properties of the nonlinear
controller just derived, an example calculation has been performed for a
system where X is 4 dB less than Am, a 4 dB gain margin near the origin.
The intersections of the splines X is 0.35u,,rA. The amplitude value F at the
intersection of the two splines is 0.5286u,,m with a slope of 2.128k. These
nonlinear curves subtend slightly more than 30% greater area than the
equivalent baseline velocity feedback curve. The cubic spline coefficients are
listed in Table 5-1. The curve resulting from these splines is shown in Figure
5-10.
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Table 5-1: Cubic spline coefficients for the nonlinear controller derived in Section
5.2.6.
The nonlinear curve's spectral content as determined by the Fourier
transform of its shape is shown in Figure 5-11, compared to the spectral
content of a switching controller and velocity feedback controller. One can
see that the nonlinear gain profile "rolls-off" faster than veloity feedback.
This is a result of the constraints imposed on the nonlinearity, and reduces
the likelihood of control spillover into high frequency modes of vibration.
Spline Coefficient Noalized Value
(see (3-40a, (3-40b)) | --
a 1 -3.4985E-05b_ 1.7441E+00
Cl 9.0000E-01
dl O.OOOOE+00
a2 1.5870E+00
b2 -4.8451E+00
c2 4.9293E+00
d2 -6.7109E-01
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Figure 5-10: Example of nonlinear gain calculated using the cubic spline
coefficients in Table 5-1.
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(velocity feedback); and of nonlinear profile, bottom.
With cubic splines representing the nonlinear gain, one may solve for the
amount of energy removed by the nonlinear controller per cycle and compare
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its theoretical performance to both the baseline velocity feedback controller
and switching control. Figure 5-12 shows a plot of the energy removed per
cycle for the three controllers for a single mode of vibration, at various
amplitudes. When the peak magnitude just saturates the velocity feedback
controller, the nonlinear design removes 16% more energy per cycle than
velocity feedback and about 9% less than switching control. The nonlinear
and velocity feedback controllers remove virtually the same amount of energy
per cycle near the origin. When the vibrational amplitude is 50% of
saturation, the nonlinear controller now removes 53% more energy per cycle
than the equivalent baseline velocity feedback controller. The nonlinear
controller performs up to 50% better in removing energy per cycle.
velocity
M feedback
nonlinear
3 control
switching
* control
O 1D O e0 0 e 0 o e o o 10 0 e o 10 o
eQ D t- O e 10 t O eq to tc- O e L r- O
co eQ o ic '-4 r M 0 W eq coD 0 '-4 t- C 0
Vibrational amplitude normalized to saturation
Figure 5-12: Plot of normalized energy removed per cycle for single vibrational
mode versus normalized vibrational amplitude for velocity feedback,
nonlinear control, and switching control.
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5.3. Links to transducer spatial synthesis
The development of the temporal controller is not independent of the
spatial compensator design. This section shall explore the relationship
between temporal and spatial compensator design.
5.3.1 Frequency dependence of maximum gain
A fundamental link between spatial and temporal compensator
components is expressed by equation (5.28)
max < min(AX) X 2ho_ (5.28)
- cnbn
where max is the marimn velocity feedback gain which the system can
allow before going unstable (zero gain margin). Here, it is seen that the
maximum velocity feedback gain which may be used without destabilizing the
system is a function of the system's natural modal damping 4, and natural
frequencies ca, and the transducer design, quantified by modal coefficients c,
and bn. As discussed in Section 5.2, this maimum gain Wax is obtained by
determining the added gain X, which would bring the forward loop transfer
function to unity magnitude for modes of vibration where phase lags in the
signal path accumulate (90° or greater).
In general, as shown by equation (5.28), the gain X, is proportional to
natural frequency. Thus, for two systems which have the same modal
coefficients and natural damping ratios for all modes of vibration, an increase
is observed in calculated maximum gain (per mode) for increasing natural
frequency. This has implications on transducer spatial design.
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5.3.2 Effects of plant changes on closed-loop stability
Returning to equation (5.28), one can examine how sensitive the designed
control system is to changes in plant parameters. If, for example, a 4 dB gain
margin has been designed into the nominal system, then
T(j) =Xnbn < -4dB = 0.631, (5.55)
where T(jco) is the magnitude of the loop transfer function of the system
evaluated at the nth mode's natural frequency. Using this equation, one can
determine how much change from the nominal can be tolerated in the plant
parameters without causing instability.
For example, consider the natural frequency c0. If all parameters remain
the same except the natural frequency, which increases, then equation (5.55)
predicts there will be no adverse effects on the gain margin for this mode. In
reality, due to phase lags and a finite sampling rate, only a finite increase can
be tolerated. If the natural frequency decreases, however, the system can
become unstable when the natural frequency has decreased by approximately
37%.
It is illustrative to relate this 37% reduction in natural frequency to a
simple mass-spring-damper system, determining the equivalent increase and
decrease in mass and stiffness, respectively, required to achieve this natural
frequency decrease. For such a system, the natural frequency is related to
the mass m and spring constant stiffness k by
(I _-kW (5.56)
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The change in natural frequency corresponds to an increase in mass of over
150%, or an equivalent decrease in stiffness of greater than 60%. Thus, for a
relatively small 4 dB gain margin, a large tolerance to parameter changes is
established with this control scheme.
As one can examine the effects of changes in the natural frequencies of the
system, the impact of changes in transducer spatial coupling can also be
considered. This occurs, for example, if structural modifications have
occurred which alter the plant's eigenfunctions. This would imply that the
transducers no longer couple into the natural modal dynamics in the manner
which they were designed.
Again, equation (5.55) shows the relationship between the amount of
change tolerated and instability. The analysis here assumes colocated
transducers such that cn = bn. A decrease in modal coefficient will not cause
the gain limit inequality to be violated. If the modal coefficients increase,
implying greater transducer coupling, an almost 26% coefficient increase can
occur before causing instability. This demonstrates that the system is not
only robust to large changes in plant natural frequencies but to large changes
in modal structure as well.
5.3.3 Implications for transducer shading selection
The fact that the maximum gain possible in a velocity feedback design is a
function of frequency implies that the frequency spectrum of the transducer
modal coefficients is important. This fact can be used in transducer spatial
design.
For example, using equation (5.28) the modes which most critically impact
the choice of gain can be determined. Once determined, a transducer design
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can be synthesized accordingly. In fact, it could be possible to design a set of
transducers where one of the design criteria is to maximize the velocity
feedback gain X,,..
The ideal transducer design couples equally well into all modes within the
control bandwidth and not at all into other modes. The implications are that
outside the control bandwidth the modal coefficients, and thus the loop
transfer function of the system, is zero. Thus, no limit is placed on the
magnitude of velocity feedback control gain.
In reality, it is impossible to achieve this transducer design. A more
reasonable goal is to make modal coefficients large within the control
bandwidth and rapidly drop off at frequencies outside the control bandwidth.
By having smaller and smaller modal coefficients outside the control
bandwidth but not changing the feedback control gain, the effective gain
margin of the system is increased.
In Chapter 4, two transducer designs were presented in which the modal
coefficients were proportional to modal displacement. Using distributed
transducers, this was accomplished by taking advangage of plant boundary
conditions and employing piecewise linear transducer shadings. The
advantage of this can be observed by examining equation (5.28). The
discontinuities in shading slope give rise to point forces, and modal
coefficients proportional to modal displacement. Due to the mode shapes
orthonormality, the magnitude of the mode shapes is approximately constant
with increasing mode number. This translates into modal coefficients which
are of approximately the same magnitude for all modes. Examining equation
(5.28), one sees that this provides a natural roll-off of the system since the
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maximum gain which can be safely employed increases for increasing
frequency.
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Figure 5-13: Diagram of model cantilever beam with shaded piezoelectric
distributed sensor and actuator. Shading is greatest at the root of the
beam and decreases linearly along the beam and is depicted
conceptually by varying the tint of the transducer in the Figure.
As an example, the modal coefficients for such a system, the cantilever
beam shown above in Figure 5-13, are shown in Figure 5-14. The
corresponding forward loop transfer function is shown in Figure 5-15. In the
frequency response, note the natural roll-off of the system.
Figure 5-14: Log-log plot of nondimensional modal coefficients vs. frequency for
piezoelectric transducers with linearly decreasing shading.
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10 100
frequency (Hz)
Loop transfer function for shaded transducer-augmented plant of Fig.
5-13. Notice how system rolls-off at high frequencies.
In contrast to this, consider an unshaded transducer design. It was shown
that an unshaded transducer shape such as presented in Chapter 4 results in
modal coefficients which are proportional to modal slope. If the mnximum
modal displacement remains approximately constant for all modes, then one
can generalize that modal slope, the first spatial derivative of displacement,
will increase proportionally to frequency. This is because at higher and
higher mode numbers, the spatial wavelength of the mode shapes decrease.
Accordingly, the modal slope must also increase.
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7
Diagram of model cantilever beam with unshaded piezoelectric
distributed sensor and actuator.
If the modal coefficients are equal to modal slope and increase
proportionally to frequency, then a severe limit is placed on the maximum
attainable control gain. This is becuase the transducer coupling increases
with increasing frequency modes of vibration. For example, see the modal
coefficients and open loop transfer function for a cantilever beam (Figure 5-
16) with unshaded distributed transducers are plotted in Figures 5-17 and 5-
18. Notice how the forward loop response fails to roll off at high frequency.
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Figure 5-17: Plot of nondimensional modal coefficients for uniformly shaded
piezoelectric sensor and actuator.
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1 10 100 300
frequency (Hz)
Figure 5-18: Loop transfer function for unshaded transducer-augmented plant of
Fig. 5-16. Notice how system does not roll-off at high frequencies.
Comparing the two systems (Figure 5-19), the difference becomes more
apparent. For example, say the implementation is such tht there is 90° phase
lag or greater for all modes above 100 Hz. Then, according to equation (5.28),
the maximum velocity feedback gain for the system with modal coefficients
proportional to displacement is approximatly three orders of magnitude
higher than for the system with unshaded transducers whose modal
coefficients are proportional to modal slope. Thus, the transducer spatial
design is intimately and critically related to temporal compensator design.
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10 100
frequency (Hz)
Loop transfer function for unshaded and shaded transducer-
augmented plants of Fig. 5-13 and Fig. 5-16. Notice how system
incorporating shaded transducers rolls-off at high frequencies unlike
the system with unshaded transducers.
Modal slope is the derivative of modal displacement. If having modal
coefficients proportional to modal displacement favorably rolls off the forward
loop, then it follows that having coefficients proportional to the spatial
integral of modal displacement might be even better. There are drawbacks of
this sort of transducer design, however. Two are related to the
implementation of the transducer design. It requires a parabolic shading,
and therefore a distributed actuator cannot be colocated with just a few
discrete sensors-rather, an infinite number would be required, as the
Laplacian of a parabolic distribution is a distributed step function, rather
than a collection of delta fiunctions. Also, since shading is typically
accomplished by varying the width of a transducer over its length, a
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reduction in overall control authority will be seen through a similar reduction
in actuator area.
For example, over the interval x = [0, 1], a uniform spatial shading
Auniform = Am(X)° - (x - 1)0), (5.57)
where modal coefficients are proportional to modal slope via the spatial
integral of its Laplacian, would have a transducer area of Ama. A ramp
distribution (modal coefficients proportional to modal displacement),
Ara = A((x) - (x -1)'- (x - 1)0), (5.58)
would have a transducer area of Ama,/2. This is in contrast to a transducer
distribution which modal coefficients proportional to the integral of modal
displacement
Apac , (= Am (x) 2 ( _- 1)2- 2(x - 1)- (x- 1)0). (5.59)
It's area would be Amax/3; a reduced overall control authority. So, while there
are benefits to shading transducers in this manner, there are also tradeoffs.
In general, however, the ability to spatially gain weight transducers is
extremely useful since it can be used to shape the performance of the control
system.
5.4 Summary
This chapter has documented the synthesis of a temporal compensator
design for structural control, and has shown that it is intimately linked to
transducer spatial design. The controller exploits colocated transducers,
which allowed a reduction of the theoretically infinite-order system to a
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second-order input-output representation. The temporal controller was then
designed using no a priori temporal plant knowledge. For vibration control,
the resulting equivalent control reduced to output velocity feedback, which is
a known stabilizing control when colocated transducers are employed. The
equivalent control was then augmented by a nonlinear control gain weighting
as a means of increasing vibration-damping performance. The nonlinear gain
profile was chosen to more closely approximate the performance of switching
control subject to certain constraints. The nonlinear control profile
assymptotes to output velocity feedback near the origin, thus retaining local
velocity feedback's local stability characteristics there.
The interrelatedness of the spatial and temporal components of the
structural control problem were also demonstrated. Implications of
transducer spatial design on controller design and choice of maximum
feedback gain were noted. The implications of transducer spatial design via
shading for the energy-based temporal controller were also noted. In the
following chapter, an experimental application of these control design
techniques is undertaken for the active vibration damping of a complex,
interconnected structure.
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6.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the implementation of spatial compensator design on
a complex, interconnected structure. Closed-loop active vibration control
experiments were conducted to illustrate the viability of the compensator
design approach. An aluminum grillage structure was selected as the
experimental plant; its design, construction, and transducer augmentation
were detailed in Chapter 4. Finite element and modal analyses were
performed to identify the plant for transducer design and simulation
modeling, as detailed in Section 6.4 and 6.5. In order to further characterize
the transducer-augmented structure, a series of open-loop tests were
conducted, the results of which are presented in Section 6.6. The open-loop
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tests assisted in the development and tuning of a simulation model of the
transducer-augmented structure, allowing candidate temporal compensator
designs to be tested first in software before implementing them in hardware
on the grillage (Section 6.7). Section 6.8 describes the simulation model and
presents sample simulation results. Finally, Section 6.9 presents the
culmination of the experimental investigation: the closed-loop active vibration
damping of the Draper grid, both unmodified and structurally modified so as
to assess compensator robustness.
6.2 Experimental objective: Illustrate spatial compensator
design
The primary experimental objective was to demonstrate the compensator
design methodology on a dynamically complex, interconnected structure. A
secondary objective, and further demonstration of the spatial design
technique, was to validate the concept of colocated 'mixed-type' transducers
(discrete and shaded distributed) on a complex structure; two of the three
transducer designs developed in Chapter 4 were of this kind.
In order to accomplish these objectives, the following performance goals
were established. The target control bandwidth was 22 Hz, encompassing the
first eight modes of vibration. Active vibration damping was sought within
this bandwidth, via disturbance rejection of both band-limited transient and
continuous disturbances. Since one of the fundamental difficulties associated
with the active control of flexible structures is accurately predicting the
structure's dynamics, it was essential that the controller demonstrate
stability robustness for significant changes in the dynamics of the plant,
quantified by a change in natural frequency of 10% or more for one or more
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modes of vibration within the control bandwidth. Finally, an experimental
performance assessment was to be performed of the nonlinear temporal
controller derived in Chapter 5 compared to the baseline velocity feedback
design to quantify its potential for further damping improvement.
6.3 Experimental plant selection and design
As described in Chapter 4, the experimental plant, the "Draper grid", is a
56" by 59" eight-element, nine-bay plane grillage shown in Fig. 6-1. This
testbed was chosen and designed to be capable of successfully demonstrating
all aspects of the research developed in this thesis. It embodies many of the
characteristics which make active structural vibration control challenging. It
has high modal dimensionality (theoretically of infinite order, actual system
has 24 modes under 100 Hz.). It's modes of vibration are lightly damped (l
-O10-2 - 10-3}) and are relatively densely spaced (three modes within less
than 2 Hz separation in the first 10 modes of vibration). Its dynamic
parameters are variable, since the grillage consists of discrete elements which
can be skewed, eliminated, or otherwise modified to affect the structure's
dynamic characteristics.
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Figure 6-1: The Draper grid, a 56" by 59" nine-bay, eight-element aluminum
grillage.
6.4 Finite element and modal analyses
This section presents the results of two modal analyses and a finite
element analysis of the Draper grid. A comparison between modal tests with
different top horizontal member boundary conditions is presented, showing
the effects of damping due to pillow block supports. For the modal analysis
with clamped pillow blocks and the finite element analysis reflecting the
same boundary conditions, excellent eigenfunction and eigenvalue agreement
was found.
There are several reasons for undertaking a plant identification. First, a
high-order truth model of the system may be developed in order to
approximate via MATLAB computer simulations the closed-loop behavior of
the system as different control methodologies are evaluated. Also, a model of
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the system facilitates transducer spatial design. By determining the
curvature of each mode of vibration within a particular frequency range and
knowing the placement and shading of a particular transducer, the
transducer's modal coefficients can be calculated, using the tools presented in
Chapter 3.
6.4.1 Modal test procedure
Two modal tests were performed on the Draper grid, one with the pillow
blocks free, thus simulating the pinned top boundary condition, and another
with the pillow blocks secured to have a clamped top boundary condition.
The methodology for each test was essentially the same, however, any
differences will be noted.
A Zonic 6088 four-channel spectrum analyzer was used for the tests. The
analyzer's signal source output drove a Ling V203 shaker with DC - 50 Hz
band-limited random noise. The shaker, in turn, provided the input to the
grillage for the tests. The shaker was connected to the grillage by a PCB
force head which was affixed to the bottom-most horizontal member of the
grillage using cyanoacrylate adhesive and a 3/16" dia. by 3" steel stinger. The
stinger was necked down to a small diameter in two places near its
attachment to the shaker and to the force head. This was to ensure that no
torsional loads or off-axis forces were transferred from the grillage to the
shaker, and vice versa. The Ling shaker has a 2 Hz low frequency
bandwidth, in effect making 2 Hz the lowest frequency which could be
observed in the modal analysis. An Entran EGA-125-5D 0.5 gram
accelerometer was used to sense the response of the grid to the random noise
input. It was affixed to the grillage using a thin layer of beeswax. Responses
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from a total of sixty-five locations were measured using the accelerometer
(ten equally-distributed locations for each member).
The Zonic spectrum analyzer was configured to continuously process the
accelerance frequency response function data with 50% data overlap between
the force head input and accelerometer output, over the bandwidth 0.0 -
31.25 Hz. No data overlap was used for the modal test with unrestricted
pillow blocks. Hanning windowing functions were employed and a minimum
of thirty averages were taken at each location. The channel gains were
adjusted along with the signal source level to use as much of the spectrum
analyzer's A/D's input dynamic range as possible, and for the best coherence
between the input and output channels. Coherence was typically very good
(= 1) except at frequencies corresponding to either resonances (where
nonlinearities may be present due to high response amplitudes) or anti-
resonances (where sensor signal-to-noise ratios may be poor).
After collecting the frequency response data, the Zonic spectrum analyzer
was employed to analyze the data using built-in modal analysis software.
Multiple degree of freedom (MDOF) curve fits were applied and averaged
over all sixty-five frequency response function measurements to provide the
best estimate of the natural frequencies and corresponding damping
coefficients for all grillage modes above 2 Hz and below 31.25 Hz. Results of
these MDOF analyses are presented in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1: A comparison of experimentally-measured modal
frequencies for clamped and pinned top boundary
conditions.
In examining the results of the modal analyses in Table 6-1, it is apparent
that the two configurations are quite similar. Natural frequencies and
damping coefficients do vary some, but this is to be expected due to the
change in top boundary condition. Only two significant discrepancies are
apparent, both of which have to do with the damping coefficients calculated
for the 3rd and 8th modes of vibration. For the pinned boundary condition,
damping is 9.18% and 2.58% for these two modes, whereas it is only 0.84%
and 0.25% when the pillow blocks are clamped. These discrepancies are
attributable to the pillow blocks themselves. The mode shapes for the 3rd
and 8th modes (see Appendix 3), show that both modes are the only modes in
the frequency range of analysis which involve rotation of the entire top
Mode Pinned Top Boundary Clamped Top Boundary
Condition Condition
2 f = 3.74 Hz. = 1.54 % f = 3.96 Hz. = 1.98 %
3 7.27 9.18 7.40 0.84
4 8.58 0.62 9.10 0.78
5 12.03 0.50 12.52 0.30
6 18.70 0.31 18.84 0.23
7 19.39 0.23 19.43 0.26
8 20.39 2.58 20.96 0.25
9 25.07 0.31 25.46 0.12
10 28.26 0.12 28.54 0.17
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horizontal member of the grillage. When the pillow blocks are free to rotate,
they interact with the dynamics of the grillage. The rotational resistance or
'drag' of the roller bearings, e.g., their resistance to turning, increases the
damping of each of these modes. This effect disappears when the pillow
blocks are clamped.
6.4.2 Finite element model
A finite element model of the Draper grid was developed by Rick Sapienza
using the program PATRAN. This model incorporates 208 elements,
breaking each member of the grillage into approximately thirty segments,
and allows for six degrees of freedom for each segment. This model was
designed to reflect the pillow blocks being locked, thus simulating a clamped
top boundary condition.
6.4.3 Comparison of modal and finite element analyses
The finite element and modal test models developed for the Draper grid
agree quite well. Table 6-2 compares the eigenvalues from each method of
analysis. The natural frequencies for most modes typically agree to within
1%, approximately one or two tenths of a Hertz, with differences between
modes 2 and 3 each being 7% and mode 6 being 4%. Figures 6-2 and 6-3
compare two representative mode shapes from the two different models.
Visually, they are nearly identical, with minor differences attributable to
modeling of the bolted joints and clamping of the pillow blocks. The accuracy
of these results compare well to published work, and are superior to those of
Masse [6. 1] and comparable to those of Gehling [6.2] who built and
characterized similar structures. Appendix 3 gives a graphical
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representation of the first ten modes of vibration of the Draper grid as
calculated both through the finite element method and modal analysis.
6.4.4 Modal frequencies and shapes
Table 6-2: Comparison of modal frequencies for finite element and
modal analyses.
Finite Element
Mode Nu be r Analysis Modal Analysis
1 f= 1.30 Hz. f= ?.?? Hz. | = ?.?? %
2 3.70 3.96 1.98
3 8.03 7.40 0.84
4 9.20 9.10 0.78
5 12.55 12.52 0.30
6 19.60 18.84 0.23
7 19.64 19.43 0.26
8 21.23 20.96 0.25
9 25.72 25.47 0.12
10 28.92 28.54 0.17
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Figure 6,2: Mode shape for fourth mode of vibration of the Draper grid.
Finite element model (left): 9.20 Hz (predicted).
Modal model (right): 9.10 Hz (measured).
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6.4.5 Discussion
Excellent agreement exists between the resulting finite element and
modal models of the system. For the first ten modes of vibration, predicted
and measured natural frequencies differ by an average of 2.8%. Likewise,
results from the two modal tests with different top member boundary
conditions are quite similar, the major differences attributable to the changes
induced by changing the top boundary condition. The excellent agreement
between modal and finite element model allowed the use of the finite element
model for the assessment of candidate transducer designs, as it accurately
represents the dynamics of the actual structure as measured by the modal
tests.
6.5 Transducer design summary
A depiction of the transducer design appears in Figure 6-4. It consists of
three sets of transducers meeting distributed colocation requirements. The
following will briefly review each set of colocated transducers. The first
sensor/actuator pair is located on the right outermost vertical member of the
grid (see Figure 6-4). This transducer combination consists of a
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) actuator with linearly decreasing spatial gain
weighting colocated with an accelerometer. Different means exist for
realizing the linearly decreasing shading. The method chosen here is to vary
the transducer's width over the length of the element on which it is applied.
The actuator begins, and has maximum width, near the top of the grillage, at
a height equal to the center of the (locked) pillow-block bearings supporting
the grillage. The width of the actuator decreases uniformly for 28.5" along
the length of the vertical member. The effective loading consists of a point
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force at the end of the pennant offset by an equal and opposite point force and
point moment at the point of maximum transducer width (both force and
moment equilibrium must be satisfied). Therefore, the point moment and
force created by the actuator at this location do no work and only one discrete
sensor is needed to satisfy distributed colocation requirements, making their
spatial distributions P(x) equal. The accelerometer is placed at the tip of the
PVDF's taper, as is illustrated in Figures 6-4.
Figure 6-4: Diagram of the transducer-augmented Draper grid.
The second sensor/actuator pair is located on the left innermost vertical
member of the grillage. They consist of a shaded PVDF actuator colocated
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with two accelerometers. This is the first known application which satisfies
colocation requirements using a combination of multiple discrete sensors and
a shaded distributed actuator. The actuator is shaded in a manner of back to
back linearly increasing and linearly decreasing tapers (Figures 6-4). The
result is a skewed diamond shape and three resultant point forces at the
points of actuator beginning and ending, and at the point of actuator
maximum width. By placing the accelerometers at the point of maximum
actuator width and at the actuator's lower ending position, weighting the
output from the accelerometers with the ratio of-53:36 with the
accelerometer nearest the bottom of the grid being weighted least, and
combining the output of the accelerometers, the sensors and actuator are
colocated. This is because the displacement of the grillage at the top
boundary, is effectively zero and can be ignored-no discrete sensor is
necessary at the location of the third point force in order to achieve
colocation.
The final set of transducers is on the bottom-most horizontal member of
the grillage (Figure 6-4). It consists of three 1.5" x 2.5" PZT piezoelectric
actuating elements ganged together as one transducer, colocated with a
PVDF sensor having the same location and shading. The sensor is applied to
the opposite side of the grillage element. With boundary conditions such that
a minimum of three discrete sensors (linear accelerometers) are required to
achieve colocation with a shaded distributed transducer, a distributed sensor
and actuator with identical shadings were chosen for this location instead.
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6.6 Open-loop test
With the transducers affixed to the grillage structure, the grid was ready
for experimentation. However, before any closed-loop control tests were
performed, a series of open-loop tests were undertaken. The objectives were
two-fold. First was to validate the transducer spatial designs presented in
Chapter 4 by verifying the predicted dynamics of the transducer-augmented
plant. Second was to tune the simulation model of the grillage for more
accurate simulations. This section describes the open-loop test procedure and
results.
6.6.1. Open loop test instrumentation
The three actuators were driven by Kepco BOP-1000M bipolar operational
power supplies capable of supplying +1000 V up to 1 kHz. Connections from
the Kepcos to the Newport optics table on which the grillage was mounted
were 22 gauge microphone cable, chosen for their ability to handle the high
voltages. Terminal strips were located at the right rear of the optics table.
The connections to the actuators from the Kepcos were made through 1 kQ
shunting resistors as described in [6.3] to protect the power supplies in case
the actuator elements shorted.
The three Entran EGA-125-25D/R accelerometers were each powered by
an Entran PS-30A power supply and signal amplifier using shielded cabling
and phone-type RJ connectors. The accelerometer supply voltage was set to
15 V and the amplifier gain 100 V/V. The amplified accelerometer signals
were passed through coaxial cables and input into a Zonic 6088 signal
processor, and also monitored on a Tektronix 2230 100 MHz digital storage
oscilloscope. The PVDF sensor signal was first put through the analog gain
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and differentiator circuitry shown in Figure 6-5, which was constructed on a
Proto-Board 203A, then input to the signal processor and oscilloscope.
Cabling was 22 gauge microphone cable connected to the terminal strip on
the optics bench and to the Proto board. BNC coaxial cable carried the signal
from the Proto board to the oscilloscope and signal conditioner.
128 pF
0.1 IF
1 k2
it
Figure 6-5: Analog circuitry used for PVDF sensor, including differentiator.
It should be noted that originally, a current amplifier was planned to be
used to measure the PVDF sensor "velocity", since this current is directly
proportional to the time rate of change of the sensor output [6.4].
Unfortunately, this proved to be difficult to implement due to electrical noise
problems and the high impedance/low current output of the PVDF, and was
discarded in favor of the analog differentiator depicted in Figure 6-5.
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6.6.2. Open-loop test methodology
Once the grillage structure was fully instrumented and connected, the
actuators were "burned-in". This procedure consisted of providing up to ±600
DC Volts to each of the PVDF actuators to eliminate any possible residual
shorts between the actuator's electrode and the grounded structure. As the
input voltage is increased, shorts occur along the edges of the PVDF,
resulting in small blue sparks and a (disturbing) noise. With their lower
maximum input voltage, the piezoceramic actuators did not need to undergo
this procedure.
The open-loop test consisted of providing all three actuators with band-
limited random noise DC - 50 Hz, one actuator at a time, and measuring the
output signals from all four sensors so as to develop sensor-actuator
frequency response functions for all three transducer loops. The random
noise was generated using the Zonic spectrum analyzer's signal source. The
Zonic was configured to continuously process the frequency response function
data between the actuator input and sensor output with 50% data overlap
over the bandwidth 0.0 - 31.25 Hz. Hanning windowing functions were
employed, and a mnimum of fifty averages were taken to construct each
frequency response function. The channel gains were adjusted along with the
signal source level to use as much of the spectrum analyzer's A/D's input
dynamic range as possible, and for the best coherence between the input and
output channels.
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6.6.3. Open-loop test results
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Figure 6-6: Example of measured open-loop frequency response function from
colocated transducer pair #1 actuator to sensor compared to modeled
frequency response function.
The results of the open loop testing were quite good; an example frequency
response fimction (FRF) appears in Figure 6-6. The Zonic spectrum analyzer
provided direct measurements of natural frequencies and natural damping
ratios of the grillage for its first ten modes, up to approximately 30 Hz. These
values were used to tune the state-space A matrix of the grillage simulation
model. A plot was then made of the predicted and measured frequency
response fimction like that shown in Figure 6-6 for every sensor-actuator
pair. By making slight changes in individual components of the simulation
model's state-space B and C matrices, the magnitudes of the resonant peaks
were adjusted, thereby tuning the simulation model.
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The objectives of the open-loop test stated earlier were met: the
experimentally measured frequency response functions closely matched the
predicted FRFs and allowed minor tuning of the transducer-augmented
structure simulation model. By closely matching the predicted model even
before tuning, the open-loop test confirmed that the transducers were
colocated-the spatial distributions of the discrete sensors matched their
corresponding shaded distributed actuators. This is inferred by the closely-
matching predicted and measured results and by the frequency response
functions showing interlacing of poles and zeros, a characteristic of colocated
transducers. This also allayed any questions that the approximations to the
desired shadings around grillage element intersections adversely affected the
overall transducer shading realization. Before any simulations could be
performed, however, a linear and nonlinear temporal control design must be
synthesized for the grillage.
6.7 Temporal compensator design
The experimental compensator was designed following the procedure set
forth in Chapter 5. First, the dynamical phase-lag-producing effects of the
electronic/digital signal path were approximated. Next, a linear output
velocity feedback gain was chosen as a baseline design. Finally, a nonlinear
gain profile was selected, yielding a nonlinear temporal compensator design.
This section details the temporal compensator design process.
6.7.1 Estimation of phase lags
In assessing the contributors of phase lag to the control system, the
following items were considered: Sensor dynamics (1000 Hz nat. freq. for
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accelerometers, bandwidth for PVDF sensor), electronics (> 10,000 Hz
bandwidth), anti-alias filters (1024 Hz cutoff), zero-order hold of A/D
converter (1/8000 of a second for 4000 Hz sampling rate), computational time
delay (1/4000 of a second for 4000 Hz sampling rate), Kepco amplifier
dynamics (1000 Hz bandwidth), and actuator dynamics. For each control
loop, an equivalent time delay was determined to approximate these phase
lag characteristics within a DC - 200 Hz range. The purpose was to
determine at what frequency the system's phase lag reached -90 °. Above 200
Hz, the phase lag of the system was definitely greater than -90O, and
continued modeling irrelevant. The largest contributor to the time delays
were the sixth-order anti-alias filters set to their maximum 1024 Hz cutoff
frequency. Table 6-3 lists the calculated equivalent time delays for each of
the three system control loops. Note that no temporal plant model is
necessary to perform these calculations.
Control Loop Equivalent time delay
1 1.5152e-3 seconds
2 1.5152e-3 seconds
3 1.2652e-3 seconds
Table 6-3: Estimated equivalent time delays in signal path for each
control loop.
6.7.2 Linear control design
The maximum linear control gain was estimated using equation (5-28).
For the 4000 Hz sampling rate used, none of the twenty-four modes of the
finite element model was of high enough frequency to allow accurate
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prediction of Xm, using equation (5.28). At the 100 Hz frequency of the
highest modeled mode, the phase lag is -55 °. Therefore, no modeled modes
existed in the frequency range where equation (5.28) could accurately
determine Xm,,. Since the magnitude of the modal coefficients for the two
PVDF-actuated control loops were of similar magnitude for all modes,
equation (5.28) proved useful in bounding the anticipated magnitude of gain
which could be used. This was done by calculating .m. for the sixteen modes
in the FEM above the eight mode desired control bandwidth. Using this
technique on the two PVDF-actuated cs .. :ol loops, the maximum control gain
Xmax was estimated to be in a range from 1 to 10 for both. In reality, the
experimentally determined maximum control gain (zero gain margin) for
control loop number one was 4.0. For control loop number two, it was 4.75.
To add stability-robustness by returning some gain and phase margin, the
baseline control gains were reduced by approximately 4 dB to 2.4 for control
loop #1 and 3.0 for control loop #2. This was the minimum gain margin that
preserved the stability of the closed-loop baseline system. A lesser amount of
gain margin was tried experimentally, but the system often went unstable.
For the third transducer, equation (5.28) was less useful since the modal
coefficients increased with increasing mode number. For mode number 24,
.mas was 0.2, resulting in a maximum actuator command input voltage of
approximately 8 Volts. In reality, due to the spatial differentiation property
of the uniform transducer distribution, even this low control gain could not be
realized. (The transducer coupled extremely well into modes at approxi-
mately 200 and s0 Hz. The mode at 300 Hz was the limiting factor in
determining a usable gain level.) The low control gain limitation on the
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control loop made it effectively useless, providing no measurable damping
improvement to the system. Therefore, it was decided to eliminate this
control loop from the closed-loop control tests. This reiterates the importance
of spatial compensator design, especially the use of shaded transducers, as a
part of control design. Even though the PZT actuator in control loop three
had the potential for considerably greater control authority, and even though
a temporal controller was to be used that was insensitive to changes in the
plant's modal characteristics, its spatial distribution was such that this power
was not usable.
6.7.3 Nonlinear control design
With the baseline velocity feedback controller designed, the nonlinear
controller was determined according to the procedure set forth in Section
5.2.6. The gain profile appears in Figure 6-7. For both control loops, a two
cubic spline nonlinear gain weighting was employed. In each case, the second
spline beginning location X was 0.35 u,/At. Likewise, for both controllers,
the value at the intersection of the two splines was 0.5286 Uma with a slope
of 2.128A. Table 6-4 lists the polynomial coefficients for these two controllers.
The maximum slope for these curves is 1.5794A, or -4 dB greater than the
baseline slope. These nonlinear curves subtend slightly more than 30%
greater area than the equivalent baseline velocity feedback curve, recovering
much of the performance of an equivalent switching controller. The
theoretical energy removal per cycle of these two nonlinear controllers falls
between switching control and velocity feedback, as shown graphically in
Figure 6-8.
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Cubic spline coefficients for the two nonlinear controllers
used in closed-loop control tests.
0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.60.4
sensor output (Volts)
Figure 6-7: Plot of baseline linear control and nonlinear gain weighting used for
control loop number 2. Control loop number 1 used an identical gain
profile, but was scaled differently.
Spline Coefficient Control Loop #1 Control Loop #2(see (3-25, (3-26)) 
a, -2.3883e-05 -4.6647e-05
b. 2.2324e+00 3.4881e+00
cl 2.1600e+00 2.7000e+00
dl 0 0
a2 1.0834e+00 2.1160e+00
b2 -6.2017e+00 -9.6902e+00
c2 1.1830e+01 1.4788e+01
d2 -3.0199e+00 -3.0199e+00
Table 6-4:
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6.8 Closed-loop simulations
With the successful completion of the open-loop testing and temporal
compensator designs, the tuning of the simulation model was possible by
comparing the predicted actuator input to sensor output frequency response
functions. This section discusses the role of closed-loop simulation in the
closed-loop control experiments.
6.8.1 Construction of simulation model
The grillage state-space simulation model was designed using the natural
frequency and modal coefficient information first predicted by the finite
element model and transducer design, tuned from open loop testing. The
state-space A matrix was constructed from mode natural frequency and
1.0
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s. 0.7
-8 0.6
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damping ratio information. State-space B and C matrices came from
transducer modal coefficients and followed the form presented in Chapter 2.
To this was added the signal path effects of actual hardware implementation
modeled as a time delay.
The construction of a simulation model was beneficial in a number of
ways. It allowed a prediction of the behavior of the closed-loop system-to
estimate the settling time, the control effectiveness, and the differences
between linear and nonlinear controllers, for example. It also allowed one to
observe the effects of the introduction of time delays to the system. Different
delays could be introduced to estimate the effects of sampling rates, etc.
Furthermore, it could be used to investigate the effects of using different
nonlinear gain profiles.
6.8.2 Simulation results
Figures 6-9 through 6-11 below show simulated integrated accelerometer
"velocity" outputs for the accelerometer #1. The disturbance input to the
system was an impulse passed through a 40 Hz ; = 0.707 second-order low-
pass filter. This was designed to emulate the intended band-limited
experimental disturbance (described in Section 6.9.3). Figure 6-9 shows the
output for the case of no control, Figure 6-10 is using both nonlinear control
loops, whereas Figure 6-11 is using both baseline linear controllers. Settling
time for the uncontrolled system is far longer than the eight second
simulation length, approximately 40 seconds. For the system with nonlinear
controller, it can be estimated to be approximately 6-7 seconds. It is
approximately 8 seconds for the baseline velocity feedback controllers.
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Figure 6-9: Simulated accelerometer #1 "velocity' output.
input. No control.
Band-limited impulse
2 3 4
time (seconds)
5 6 7
Simulated accelerometer #1 "velocity' output. Band-limited impulse
input. Both nonlinear controllers as designed in Section 5.2.6.
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Figure 6-11: Simulated accelerometer #1 "velocity" output. Band-limited impulse
input. Both baseline velocity feedback controllers as designed in
Section 5.2.6
In examining the transient disturbance rejection plots, the differences
between the two control algorithms is most apparent in the time span from
one to four seconds. Here, the nonlinear controller outperforms the baseline
linear control design. This is because during this time the difference between
the linear and nonlinear controllers is greatest-at saturation the gains are
equal, likewise near the origin. It also is consistent with the energy removal
plot, Figure 6-8, where the difference in energy extracted per cycle for the two
controllers is greatest for vibrational amplitudes approximately half of
saturation. As designed, the rate of energy removal appears identical as the
vibrations diminish and the nonlinear controllers match the gain of the
corresponding baseline velocity feedback controllers.
Thus, the utility of the spatial compensator design methodology has been
shown in simulation, using both temporal controllers derived in Chapter 5.
The ability to successfully shape the system's forward-loop transfer function
I i i
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in order to actively damp the structural vibrations was also demonstrated in
simulation. As expected, the nonlinear controller was shown to damp the
vibrations at a greater rate than the equivalent velocity feedback controller.
6.9 Closed-loop experiments
With open-loop tests complete and a satisfactory compensator design
verified by computer simulation, closed-loop vibrational control experiments
were undertaken. As stated previously there were three primary objectives
in performing these experiments.
6.9.1 Primary objectives and means of accomplishment
1.) To demonstrate the viability, via closed-loop control on a
dynamically complex, interconnected structure, the spatial
compensator design methodology derived in Chapter 3 (used to
achieve distributed parameter colocation), and the ability to "shape"
the forward-loop transfer function in a desirable manner.
2.) To experimentally assess the potential for damping performance
improvement using the nonlinear temporal control derived in
Chapter 5 versus a baseline velocity feedback design.
3.) To demonstrate controller robustness to large changes in plant
dynamics and modal structure.
A series of closed-loop vibration damping tests were undertaken in the
presence of both transient and continuous disturbances. Control experiments
using both the linear velocity feedback and nonlinear controller designs
described in Section 6.7 were conducted both on the nominal Draper grid, and
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on a structurally modified grid. All closed-loop control objectives ware met
with control loops #1 and #2.
6.9.2 Instrumentation
Additions and modifications to the open-loop experimental set-up and
instrumentation were made to accommodate closed-loop tests. The following
details the additional instrumentation for this test series.
An overall diagram of the set-up for closed-loop control tests is shown in
Figure 6-12. As described in ChapF' - 4, the 1/2 gram Entran accelerometers
were each powered by 15 V coming .:eir own individual Entran PS-30A
power supply and amplifiers. The accelerometer output signals returned to
the PS-30A through the same shielded cabling where they were amplified by
a factor of 100.
GRID
Diagram of overall experimental setup, signal flow path.
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The PS-30A output was passed to a Proto-Board 203A using standard
coaxial cabling. Although the Proto-Board has its own built-in power supply
for the analog circuitry, it was found to cause excessive amounts of electrical
noise. Two Hewlett-Packard 723A power supplies providing +15 V and
ground were substituted.
On the Proto-Board were three bread-board analog integrators. All three
used identically-valued resistors and capacitors. Their circuit diagram is
shown in Figure 6-13. After experimentation with digitally integrating the
acceleration signals within the control compensator, a switch was made to an
analog integration scheme. This proved to be much simpler to implement due
to small DC offsets in both the accelerometers and A/D converter that caused
the digital integrators to "wind-up".
14.5 Ma
Figure 6-13: Diagram of analog integration circuitry.
The analog integration circuits consisted of a passive high-pass filter with
cutoff frequency approximately 0.5 Hz, followed by the integrator,
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implemented using a National Semiconductor LF-351 operational amplifier.
The high-pass filter was found to be necessary due to fluctuation in DC
output of the accelerometers. This fluctuation was mitigated somewhat by
covering the accelerometers with a layer of foam approximately one inch
thick. This kept the accelerometers shielded from air currents whose thermal
gradients exacerbated drifting; the dynamics of the grillage were unaffected.
The sensor velocity signals were then passed through signal conditioning
electronics. For accelerometer number one, the signal was passed through an
Ithaco 4213 Electronic Band-Pass Filter, used as a gain stage. Gain was set
to 20 dB to make more use of the full range of the A/D converter; the filter
corner frequencies were set to DC and 10 x 105 Hz so as to not affect the
sensor output's frequency content. Accelerometer two and three velocity
signals were passed through an Ithaco 4302 Dual 24 dB/Octave lowpass filter.
High-frequency cutoff was again set to 10 x 105 Hz and a 20 dB gain was also
used. Connections were made using standard coaxial cables.
The amplifier output was fed into a Precision Filters Model 66-D-LP1 6-
pole, 6-zero programmable elliptic low-pass (anti-alias) filter. The power for
these filters was supplied by the same Hewlett-Packard power supplies that
powered the analog electronics. The anti-alias filters were programmable in
1 Hz steps from a 1 Hz to a 1024 Hz cutoff frequency. Because of the 4000 Hz
sampling frequency, the highest available comer frequency (1024 Hz) was
selected as the cutoff frequency for the experiments. The output of the filters
had a DC offset trim knob, allowing the output signal bias to be nulled.
The sensor signals then passed to the control computer, a Macintosh II
running National Instruments LabVIEW version 2.2.1. Tree National
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Instruments boards were installed in the Macintosh for the controls
experiments. The 12-bit A/D converter was a National Instruments NB-A-
2000 board providing a one-channel peak sampling rate of up to 1 MHz, and a
four-channel peak rate of 250 kHz. The board incorporates simultaneous
sample and hold amplifiers. For the control experiments, all four channels
were utilized, sampling at a rate of 4000 Hz. Once digitized, the data were
passed from the A/D converter to a National Instruments NB-DSP-2300
digital signal processing (DSP) board using the National Instruments RTSI
bus. This DSP board, designed for the fast execution of the control algorithm,
had the actual control code running on its C30 processor, downloaded from
the Macintosh. After converting the control input to the correct control
output, the RTSI bus was used once again to load the D/A output registers of
the National Instruments NB-AO-6 12-bit D/A board. This board provided up
to six channels of analog output; only two were used in these tests. The
analog control output values were simultaneously output upon the next
sampling of the A/D converter, thus creating a computational time delay of
1/4000 second. The reader is encouraged to consult [6.5] for a more thorough
treatment of the simultaneous operation of these three boards. The AO-6
Voltage output was send to the Kepco BOP bipolar operational power supply
and amplifier where it was amplified by a factor of 100. The Kepco amplifiers
were connected to the actuators as described in the open loop test procedure.
One modification was made to the actuators between open- and closed-
loop testing. In order to assure the actuator's electrode integrity during
control tests, an additional electrode layer consisting of Chomerics Cho-
Shield 4800 silver-filled conductive acrylic was added. This layer was
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deposited from an aerosol can like ordinary spray paint, and was made to
cover the entire PVDF electrode to within 1/16" - 1/8" of the actuator edges.
Nearly an entire six ounce can was used in covering the two PVDF bimorph
actuators, most of which consisted of volatiles that evaporated. Compared to
the entire mass of the grillage-approximately 30 pounds (not including the
stationary T element)-this is negligible and did not affect the dynamics of
the system.
6.9.3 Disturbance environments
The impulse disturbances were provided by a foam-covered squash
"softball" pendulum, suspended from the ceiling by a string approximately
30" in length. It struck the grillage approximately two inches above the
intersection of the right innermost vertical grillage element and the second
horizontal member from the top. This location was chosen for its ability to
excite all modes within the control bandwidth in a balanced manner. The
first mode was very easy to excite at most lower impact sites, and, coupled
with its low frequency and high modal displacement, it could make all other
modes "ride" on its "carrier" vibrations, obscuring the effectiveness of the
controller during transient impact tests. A jig was developed to provide
repeatable location from which ball was released. Sensor power spectral
estimates put the approximate impulse frequency bandwidth at DC - 40 Hz,
affecting the first 12 modes.
Continuous disturbance inputs were provided by the same Ling V203
shaker as used in the modal tests driven by band-limited white noise. The
Zonic 6088 spectrum analyzer's signal source was used to provide band-
limited white noise exciting the first 8 modes of the nominal grillage
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structure; the disturbance cutoff frequency was 21.34 Hz.. The Zonic's signal
source low-frequency random noise is corrupted with high frequency noise.
In order to eliminate this high frequency noise and further roll-off the
disturbance input's frequency content above the desired eight-mode control
bandwidth, the Zonic output was passed through two Ithaco 4302 4th-order
programmable low-pass filters set at 25 Hz cutoff frequency. This effectively
limited the disturbance input to the same frequency range as the target
control bandwidth. The disturbance signal was amplified by a Hafler PRO-
1200 power amplifier and sent to the Ling shaker. A PCB model 209 force
head measured the input force at the grillage supplied by the shaker. The
continuous disturbance input was applied 10-1/2" from the right edge of the
lowest horizontal grillage member. Note that the Ling shaker was unable to
drive the structure at frequencies under approximately 2 Hz.
6.9.4 Nominal grillage, results end discussion
This section will present and discuss the results of the closed-loop
investigations. A typical impulse response output history of accelerometer #1
(at end of pennant on outer vertical grillage member) is shown in Figure 6-14.
It compares very well with the simulation (Figure 6-9), showing very similar
decay rates-eight seconds after the transient disturbance, both systems
have reduced from an initial two Volt maximum sensor output to
approximately 0.5 Volts.
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Accelerometer #1, impulse response, no control input.
This slow open-loop settling time is in contrast to the output of the same
accelerometer under closed-loop control employing two SISO control loops
with nonlinear dissipative controllers (Figure 6-15). The impulse disturbance
is the same, yet the decay time has decreased from over 30 seconds to
approximately 8 seconds. The corresponding actuator input is shown in
Figure 6-16. Its magnitude is near the saturation level of 450 Volts for the
first 0.5 second after the disturbance. Thereafter, it reduces with an
approximately linear decay envelope to a maximum magnitude of
approximately 100 Volts after two seconds. The control magnitude then
decays over the next -6 seconds.
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Accelerometer #1, band-limited impulse response, both nonlinear
controllers.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Actuator #1, band-limited impulse response, both nonlinear
controllers.
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Figures 6-17 and 6-18 show the impulse response of the baseline velocity
feedback controller. Again, the experimental results compare well to those
obtained via computer simulation. The experimental settling times are
slightly longer than the simulated settling times as the actual system does
not eliminate small residual vibrations as quickly as the simulated system.
This is attributable to the differences between noise-free simulation
environment and more noisy laboratory environment. Also, other
disturbances affect the actual system, primarily air currents which were
found to be quite capable of exciting the structure. Care was taken to
minimize this effect as much as possible. The differences between the two
temporal controllers to transient disturbances is perhaps best visualized by
comparing the corresponding actuator outputs. Figure 6-18 shows actuator
#1 output for the case of the velocity feedback controller. Notice that while
the vibrations are of greater magnitude (when comparing Figures 6-15 and 6-
17 for the two seconds), the actuator input is smaller. It also decays much
more quickly, possessing a more exponential decay envelope, as expected for
local velocity feedback. The lower level of control input means that the
velocity feedback controller cannot extract as quickly as the nonlinear
controller at the higher disturbance levels, thus the longer decay times.
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Accelerometer #1, band-limited impulse response, both velocity
feedback controllers.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Actuator #1, band-limited impulse response, both velocity feedback
controllers.
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As in simulation, no dramatic differences between these controllers can be
seen for the transient disturbance tests because the vibrations are damped so
quickly-not much time is spent at higher vibration levels where there is a
marked difference in control authority between linear and nonlinear
controllers. Recall that the nonlinear controller has the same gain as velocity
feedback near the origin. he response to a stochastic disturbance input over
the entire disturbance range provides more insight into the differences
between the two controllers.
Figure 6-19 is a plot of the frequency response function between
accelerometer 1 output (at tip of pennant on outside vertical grillage member)
and force head input due to continuous excitation from the Ling shaker (along
bottom horizontal member). Three cases are shown: no control, velocity
feedback, and velocity feedback with nonlinear gain weighting. Although this
plot assumes a linear system and one of the controllers being compared is
nonlinear, one may think of the plot as the average response of this
controller. Both temporal controllers attenuate disturbances across the
entire control bandwidth. The nonlinear controller offers a greater amount of
damping over most frequencies than the velocity feedback controller, typically
about 4 dB more at system resonances. Note that these controllers use output
feedback not state feedback, so not all modes are affected equally. Note also
that a small amount of what appears to be disturbance amplification occurs
at about 21 Hz in Figure 6-19. This is actually due to the damping added to
the system. The mode at 21 Hz is significantly attenuated, as is the next
mode which lies beyond the 22 Hz plot range. This also will shift the (now
damped) poles, and distort the shape of the frequency response fimction,
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"filling in" the notch between these frequencies. Appendix 4 shows similar
results measured by accelerometers #2 and #3. There is clearly a
performance advantage in using the nonlinear gain weighting.
)
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Figure 6-19:
6 18 20 22
frequency (Hz)
Frequency response function of nominal system: Continuous
stochastic disturbance input to accelerometer #1 output. No control,
linear velocity feedback, nonlinear controller.
The control responses of accelerometer #1 and actuator inputs are shown
in Figures 6-20 through 6-23 for the cases of just one control loop operating.
Note the longer decay time of the closed-loop system-now approximately 12
seconds, which is still significantly faster than the uncontrolled system
(Figure 6-14). The decay envelope in the first 6 seconds after the transient
disturbance decays at a rate about 3 times slower than w.hen both controllers
are employed. While no large differences in transient damping performance
is observed between the linear velocity feedback and nonlinear controllers,
marked differences exist in control input. The velocity feedback controller's
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control input envelope begins decaying immediately after the disturbance
whereas the decay envelope for the nonlinear controller remains near the
saturation level for nearly two seconds. It is clear from this example that the
two decentralized controllers together perform better than one.
1
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200 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
time (seconds)
Figure 6-20: Accelerometer #1, band-limited impulse response, nonlinear
controller, control loop #1.
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Actuator #1, band-limited impulse response, nonlinear controller,
control loop #1.
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Accelerometer #1, band-limited impulse response, velocity feedback
controller, control loop #1.
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Figure 6-23 Actuator #1, band-limited impulse response, velocity feedback
controller, control loop #1.
6.9.5 Grillage modification and characterization
A series of closed-loop vibration control tests were conducted after
structurally modifying the grillage to demonstrate the robustness of the
linear and nonlinear controllers to large structural changes in the plant.
These modifications were intended to represent a "real" structure which must
operate, for example, in the presence of structural damage or deployment
failure. The grid was modified by completely removing one vertical element
and shortening another as depicted in Figure 6-24. As expected, these
changes significantly altered the modal structure of the grillage. A
tabulation of the changes in natural frequencies is shown in Table 6-5. For
the desired eight-mode control bandwidth, the natural frequencies deviated
by an average of 13.5% from the nominal grillage. The greatest deviation was
21.2% for mode five, the least was 5.2% for mode four. It is interesting to
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note that for the nominal system, there were three modes between the
frequencies of 18.5 and 21.0 Hz. For the modified grillage, there were no
modes between the frequencies of 16.5 Hz and 23.5 Hz.
Figure 6-24: Diagram of the Draper grid depicting structural modifications
While no modal tests were performed to quantify changes in mode shapes,
the grillage is now obviously asymmetric. Visually, this is confirmed by
observing the structure vibrate. The amplitude of vibrations is now much
greater at the extreme left edge of the grillage where the entire vertical
element has been removed-there's a lot less inertia to overcome there. The
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stiffening effect of four of the sixteen
these effects combine to significantly
bolted joints has been eliminated. All
alter the modal structure of the grillage.
Mode _ OL test (Hz) | Modified (Hz) % change
1 1.320 1.238 -6.21%
2 4.024 3.359 -16.53%
3 7.017 6.016 -14.27%
4 9.476 8.984 -5.19%
5 12.690 10.00 -21.20%
6 18.692 15.47 -17.24%
7 19.354 16.48 -14.85%
8 20.961 23.67 +12.92%
9 25.422 26.87 +5.70%
10 28.600 27.27 -4.65%
11 32.842 29.30 -10.78%
Table 6-5: Changes in natural frequencies between the nominal and
modified grillage.
6.9.6 Modified grillage, results and discussion
After characterizing the modified grillage, closed-loop tests were
conducted identical to those performed on the nominal grillage. Figure 6-25
through 6-27 shows the impulse response plots of sensor and actuator #1 for
the modified plant and for the cases of no control and both nonlinear
controllers. They are analogous to the plots found in Figures 6-14 through 6-
16. In Figure 6-25, the decay envelope of the uncontrolled structure virtually
the same as in Figure 6-14. Qualitatively, the accelerometer output of the
modified structure appears significantly different in its frequency content. In
the output time history of accelerometer one when the modified systems is
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controlled by both nonlinear control loops (Figure 6-26), the decay time is
approximately six to eight seconds and damping performance has not
noticeably degraded from the nominal case (Figure 6-15). An approximately
two-Hertz beat frequency is attributed to the interaction of modes nine and
ten, which are now closely spaced. This damping performance is a significant
result. Not only is the controller still stable, it has maintained virtually the
same impulse disturbance rejection performance as for the nominal case. A
model-based controller could nct typically maintain stability for such large
changes in the plant's natural frequencies, much less maintain a similar level
of performance [6.6-6.8]. Additional plots depicting the response of the
modified system to the same impulsive input can be found in Appendix 4.
This has unequivocally demonstrated the utility of the spatial compensator
design methodology, and its insensitivity to large changes in the plant's
temporal dynamics.
2
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1
O
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Figure 6-25: Modified plant, accelerometer #1, band-limited impulse response, no
control.
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Figure 6-26: Modified plant, accelerometer #1, band-limited impulse response,
both nonlinear controllers.
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Figure 6-27: Modified plant, actuator #1, band-limited impulse response, both
nonlinear controllers.
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For the continuous disturbance inputs to the modified grillage, the overall
performance compared to no control input and differences between the linear
and nonlinear controllers were not as pronounced as in the nominal case
(Figure 6-28). This can be attributed to the fact that the modal structure of
the grillage has changed so drastically. The transucers' spatial designs are
no longer optimized for the modified grillage and their modal coupling and
hence control effectiveness for particular modes have changed. Very
significantly, however, the system is still stable, and the nonlinear controller
still outperforms the linear controller, reducing the vibration amplitude by up
to approximately 11 dB compared to the uncontrolled case.
.No contro Velocity feedback
.---------- I--- ......... .....-.-
. . . . . . . . . . .
I·.. cant---·.......
. . . .
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6-28: Frequency response function of modified system. Continuous
stochastic disturbance input to accelerometer #1 output. No control,
linear velocity feedback, and nonlinear controller.
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6.10 Suunary
This chapter has demonstrated the utility of the spatial compensator
design technique developed in this thesis. The closed-loop tests
experimentally illustrated and validated the viability of distributed
parameter colocation and distributed transducer shading with mixed
transducer types on a dynamically complex, interconnected structure using
the design techniques developed herein. Most importantly, through the use
of spatially gain weighted distributed transducers designed using the aid of a
finite element model of the system, the loop transfer function of the system
was appropriately shaped and simple non-modal energy-dissipative
controllers were able to be employed. These controllers exhibited significant
stability robustness and in large part, performance robustness, to large
structural modifications in the grillage. This is particularly significant in
light of the response of a typical model-based controller-such changes would
likely have caused instability [-6.8]. Furthermore, the potential for
damping performance improvement of the nonlinear gain weighting as
derived in Chapter 5 was assessed and found to offer improvement in
damping characteristics over the baseline linear velocity feedback design,
while still remaining stable.
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7.1 Summary and conclusions
The potential for using shaded distributed transducers in active structural
vibration control has been highlighted in this thesis through theoretical and
experimental means. Colocated shaded transducers provide the capability for
spatial compensator design by shaping the forward loop transfer fimction of
the system without incurring any phase lags in the instrumentation signal
path. This has been employed to increase the control effectiveness within the
desired control bandwidth in the experimental portion of this thesis.
Previously, the application of shaded distributed transducers had been
limited to simple structures for which a PDE model was readily available,
and thus the corresponding modal influence coefficients could be derived in
closed form. It has been demonstrated that for distributed systems,
colocation requires more than a physical coincidence of transducers. Thus,
with the implementation of spatially gain weighted distributed transducers,
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the colocation of sensors and actuators is more complex and not necessarily
intuitive-particularly for the case of mixed transducer types.
Based on these facts, a goal of this thesis was to develop an approach for
spatial compensator design for complex structures. This has further
generalized the application of colocated distributed transducers. Colocated
transducers allow the use of unstructured temporal controllers which are
robust to large changes in the temporal modal dynamics of the system.
Certain desirable characteristics of systems with colocated transducers has
been derived, and a colocation robustness test has been developed to assess
the stability implications for systems with miscolocated transducers.
A transducer spatial design methodology has been developed unifying
shaded distributed transducers and systems modeled via the finite element
method (FEM), the predominant method of modeling complex flexible
structures. This has been accomplished by using the FEM's discrete
approximation of the distributed parameter system's spatially continuous
eigenfunctions. Assuming one-dimensional beam-like elements, a means has
been developed whereby the descretized system model can be used to predict
a transducer's modal influence coefficients. Thus, the quantitative design of
transducers for complex systems modeled using the FEM method is now
possible.
Capitalizing upon the ability to design colocated transducers for a
distributed system, an energy-dissipative temporal controller was derived. It
was developed for a plant whose dynamics were represented via a generalized
wave equation. An integral transformation was employed, changing the
system representation to one accessible to variable structure control
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techniques. A temporal controller was designed for this system assuming no
a priori plant temporal dynamic knowledge. The equivalent control reduced
to output velocity feedback, a stabilizing input with desirable stability-
robustness properties, but whose performance can be conservative. A
nonlinear gain was added to the baseline output velocity feedback controller
to increase the controller's active vibration damping performance.
Constraints were placed on the profile of this nonlinear control augmentation
with the aim of limiting the bandwidth of the nonlinearity, and not exceeding
the zero gain margin boundary of the equivalent control.
Compensator spatial and temporal design are not independent, and
connections were made between the maximum temporal control gain and the
transducer spatial designs. An eight-member, nine-bay aluminum grillage
was selected as the experimental testbed for validation of these design
concepts. Both modal and finite element analyses were performed to
characterized the structure. These models showed excellent agreement. A
transducer suite was designed, making use of spatial transducer shading, in
order to assess the efficacy of particular transducer locations and spatial gain
weightings. Novel transducer distributions were employed which exhibited
favorable modal coupling characteristics while meeting colocation
requirements. The transducers employed include the first known colocated
transducer "pair" consisting of a shaded distributed actuator and multiple
discrete sensors. These are also the first known application of colocated
transducers of mixed type on an interconnected structure.
A series of open loop tests were undertaken to characterize the
transducer-augmented system and fine-tune a simulation model of the
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grillage. Both linear and nonlinear temporal compensators were designed
using the methodology outlined in Chapter 5, evaluating their effects first in
simulation. Finally, the controllers were tested in hardware. The closed-loop
tests performed successfully accomplished all stated objectives. Specifically,
the closed-loop control tests demonstrated the utility and effectiveness of the
transducer spatial synthesis technique to aid in the development of colocated
transducers for a complex structure which 'shape' the forward-loop transfer
function in a desirable manner.
The closed-loop active vibration control tests also demonstrated the
effectiveness of augmenting a baseline output velocity feedback controller
with a nonlinear gain weighting. As theoretically predicted, both transient
and continuous disturbance rejection test results demonstrated greater
damping performance of the nonlinear controller over the baseline velocity
feedback design.
Finally, controller robustness to large changes in plant dynamics and
modal structure was demonstrated. The grillage was substantially modified,
altering its natural frequencies by up to 20% and introducing mode shape
asymmetry. Without changing the temporal controllers at all, the same
transient and continuous disturbance input tests were performed. Despite
having transducers which were no longer optimized for the existing plant, the
closed-loop system remained stable, and the controllers maintained similar
active damping performance. The nonlinear controller once again
outperformed the baseline velocity feedback controller.
7.2 Future direction
A number of avenues for future investigation present themselves.
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7.2.1 Spatial compensator design involving 2-D FEM elements
An obvious area of continued research is to extend the spatial transducer
design technique to 2-D. It was developed for finite element models
consisting of one-dimensional beam-like elements, and would be useful if
extended to two dimensions. Using the recent developments of Sullivan [7.1]
to describe two-dimensional shapes and shadings, this should be relatively
straight forward.
7.2.2 Methodology for generation of initial spatial distributions
Another topic worthy of exploration is the systematic generation of
transducer spatial distributions. As previously mentioned, equation (5.33) for
the maximum rate feedback gain X, may be employed,
Xmax < min(Xn.), Xn 2 Cn (5.33)
In this case, the designer selects a transducer spatial design which
maximizes the control gain Am,. It is unlikely, however, that this criterion
alone would be used, as it does not fully take into account the complexity of
the spatial design process. There are other factors involved such as the
nature of transducer coupling into modes within the desired control
bandwidth, and practical considerations such as the hardware realization of
the resultant spatial distribution.
The possibilities opened up by the use of spatial gain weighting in
transducer design are significant. In general, an overall methodology for the
generation of transducer shadings is needed. This methodology needs to take
into account both design goals and hardware limitations. For example,
current practice in designing shaded distributed transducers is to use
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previous experience and physical insight in choosing the initial transducer
shading. This initial design is then tuned to achieve the desired results. A
more comprehensive and rigorous approach to general transducer shading is
essential if this technology is to be applied in real-life applications.
7.2.3 Materials
Finally, an area in great need of future research is materials. This is
especially important in light of real-world structural control applications.
The actuator materials used in this experiment were compromises. The
piezoelectric polymer PVDF was employed because of its flexibility and the
relative ease with which it may be applied to large areas. Some of its
drawbacks are that it possesses low control authority and that to fully utilize
this control authority, high electric fields, and thus large voltages, must be
utilized.
This is in contrast to the piezoelectric ceramic PZT. As mentioned
previously, it has at least an order of magnitude greater control authority
than PVDF, and this authority may be obtained at electric fields over an
order of magnitude less than PVDF. Unfortunately, piezoceramics are a
brittle materials, and are difficult to cut or otherwise shape. They cannot
currently be applied to large surface areas without 'ganging' together many
smaller individual piezoceramic crystals. The development of a material
which possesses all of the positive characteristics of both PVDF and PZT
while exhibiting none of their drawbacks would be of significant benefit to the
structural controls community.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Material properties of Draper grid, PVDF, PZT
To accurately determine the modal coefficients for a transducer, the
material properties of the transducer and grillage must be known. Table Al-
1 lists material properties of aluminum, the grillage material, PVDF, and
PZT. These values were used to determine the modal coefficients tabulated
in Appendix 2.
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Property Description Units Grid PVDF PZT
E Young's mod [N/m2] 7.90 E10 2.00 E9 6.30 E10
p density [kg/m3] 2.84 E3 1.80 E3 7.65 E3
Emax max E-field [V/m] 1.93 E7 6.30 E5
bmax max width [m] 5.08 E-2 5.08 E-2 3.81 E-2
h thickness [ml 4.76 E-3 5.20 E-5 1.91 E-4
d3 l piezo const [m/V] 2.40 E-11 1.66 E-10
d32 piezo const [m/V] 3.00 E-12 1.66 E-10
g31 piezo const [m2/Coul] 2.16 E-1 1.10 E-2
k3 l piezo const [.] :.20 E-1 3.50 E-1
Table A1-1: Physical properties of the aluminum grid, PVDF, and PZT.
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Appendix 2: Grillage modal coefficients
Transducer location number 1: right outer vertical grillage member. Ca = , = 1
Mode number Actuator modal coefs. Sensor modal coefs.
1 9.1329e-05 [Vkf/Vs2] 2.4523e-03 [Vs2 /,/k-m]
2 1.7587e-04 4.720le-03
3 -1.7450e-04 -4.6745e-03
4 -1.9369e-04 -5.1966e-03
5 2.5090e-04 6.7134e-03
6 2.1607e-04 5.7749e-03
7 1.4002e-04 3.7581e-03
8 6.7928e-05 1.7805e-03
9 -6.5303e-06 -2.4563e-04
10 -1.4839e-04 -3.9464e-03
11 -6.3874e-05 -1.8144e-03
12 8.5368e-05 2.3964e-03
13 -1.6944e-05 -4.0313e-04
14 -2.9149e-04 -7.9533e-03
15 -4.7054e-05 -1.1770e-03
16 2.7108e-04 7.5000e-03
17 -2.2718e-04 -6.2430e-03
18 -1.6443e-04 -4.7693e-03
19 2.2477e-04 6.4409e-03
20 1.9441e-04 5.7011e-03
21 6.8994e-05 2.098le-03
22 2.8057e-05 3.4228e-04
23 8.6236e-05 2.056le-03
24 -2.0371e-05 -6.9027e-04
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Transducer location number 2: left inner vertical grillage member. ca = cs = 1
Mode number Actuator modal coefs. Sensor modal coefs.
1 7.6759e-05 [k/Vs 2] 1.2045e-03 [Vs2 /fkgm]
2 3.5319e-06 6.8060e-05
3 6.7303e-04 1.0758e-02
4 -5.9284e-05 -9.6559e-04
5 3.9139e-04 6.2490e-03
6 2.6036e-04 4.1505e-03
7 -2.1946e-04 -3.5262e-03
8 6.6750e-04 1.0735e-02
9 -5.0262e-04 -8.083 le-03
10 4.8422e-04 7.7248e-03
11 -4.4767e-04 -7.1654e-03
12 -8.820le-04 -1.4139e-02
13 1.5035e-05 2.7532e-04
14 3.5042e-05 3.420 le-04
15 -1.0088e-04 -1.3676e-03
16 1.5306e-04 2.3276e-03
17 -5.3602e-05 -7.4723e-04
18 -1.2727e-04 -1.9627e-03
19 -2.3264e-04 -3.9232e-03
20 1.9170e-04 3.248 le-03
21 1.4626e-04 2.7082e-03
22 1.2423e-04 2.1452e-03
23 -4.1411e-05 -8.5183e-04
24 6.3947e-04 1.030e-02
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Transducer location number 3: bottom horizontal grillage member. a = Es = 1
Mode number Actuator modal coefs Sensor modal coefs.
1 2.1943e-04 [kg/Vs2] 5.2877e+01 [V/kFijm]
2 -3.0028e-03 -7.2358e+02
3 -3.1447e-04 -7.5777e+01
4 3.4998e-02 8.4334e+03
5 1.2654e-02 3.0492e+03
6 3.8799e-02 9.3493e+03
7 4.4230e-02 1.0658e+04
8 9.6022e-03 2.3138e+03
9 -6.2317e-03 -1.5016e+03
10 7.263le-02 1.7502e+04
11 -4.1987e-02 -1.0118e+04
12 -7.4627e-02 -1.7983e+04
13 -1.3763e-01 -3.3164e+04
14 3.1191e-02 7.5160e+03
15 1.101 le-01 2.6532e+04
16 1.0511e-01 2.5327e+04
17 1.1003e-01 2.6515e+04
18 6.0552e-02 1.4591e+04
19 1.0501e-01 2.5303e+04
20 3.0539e-02 7.3589e+03
21 -2.688 le-02 -6.4776e+03
22 6.3217e-02 1.5233e+04
23 -2.1936e-02 -5.2858e+03
24 3.3389e-01 8.0457e+04
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Appendix 3: FEM/modal comparison for the Draper grid
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Figure A3-1: Mode shape for first mode of vibration of the Draper grid.
Finite element analysis: 1.30 Hz.
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Figure A3-2: Mode shape for second mode of vibration of the Draper grid.
Finite element model (left): 3.70 Hz.
Modal model (right): 3.96 Hz.
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Figure A33: Mode shape 
for third mode of vibration of the 
Draper grid.
Finite element model (left): 8.03 Hz.
Modal model (right): 7.40 Hz.
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Figure A3-4: Mode shape 
for fourth mode of vibration of the 
Draper grid.
Finite element model (left): 9.20 Hz.
Modal model (right): 9.10 Hz.
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Mode shape for fifth mode of vibration of the Draper 
grid.
Finite element model (left): 12.55 Hz.
Modal model (right): 12.52 Hz.
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Mode shape for sixth mode of vibration of the 
Draper grid.
Finite element model (left): 19.60 Hz.
Modal model (right): 18.84 Hz.
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Mode shape for seventh mode of vibration of the Draper grid.
Finite element model (left): 19.64 Hz.
Modal model (right): 19.43 Hz.
Mode shape for eighth mode of vibration of the Draper grid.
Finite element model (left): 21.23 Hz.
Modal model (right): 20.96 Hz.
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Figure A3-9: Mode shape 
for ninth mode of vibration of the 
Draper grid.
Finite element model (left): 25.72 Hz.
Modal model (right): 25.47 Hz.
Figure A310: Mode shape for 
tenth mode of vibration of the Draper 
grid,
Finite element model (left): 28.92 Hz.
Modal model (right): 28.54 Hz.
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Appendix 4: Additional closed-loop control plots
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2
frequency (Hz)
Figure A4 1: Nominal grillage. Frequency response function from continuous
disturbance input to accelerometer #2. No control, both velocity
feedback control loops, both nonlinear control loops.
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frequency (Hz)
Figure A4-2: Modified grillage. Frequency response function from continuous
disturbance input to accelerometer #2. No control, both velocity
feedback control loops, both nonlinear control loops.
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frequency (Hz)
Nominal grillage. Frequency response function from continuous
disturbance input to accelerometer #3. No control, both velocity
feedback control loops, both nonlinear control loops.
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Modified grillage. Frequency responqe function from continuous
disturbance input to accelerometer #3. No control, both velocity
feedback control loops, both nonlinear control loops.
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Accelerometer #2, impulse response, no control input.
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Accelerometer #3, impulse response, no control input.
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time (seconds)
Accelerometer #2, impulse response, nonlinear controller, control
loop #1.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Accelerometer #3, impulse response, nonlinear controller, control
loop #1.
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
time (seconds)
20
Accelerometer #1, impulse response, nonlinear controller, control
loop #2.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Figure A4-1O: Accelerometer #2, impulse response, nonlinear controller, control
loop #2.
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I
1
0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
time (seconds)
Figure A4-11: Accelerometer #3, impulse response, nonlinear controller, control
loop #2.
Actuator #2, impulse response, nonlinear controller, control loop #2.
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Figure A4-13:
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Accelerometer #2, impulse response, both nonlinear controllers.
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Figure A4-14: Accelerometer #3, impulse response, both nonlinear controllers.
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Figure A4-15:
2
Figure A4-16:
time (seconds)
Actuator #2, impulse response, nonlinear controller, both nonlinear
controllers.
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time (seconds)
Accelerometer #2, impulse response, velocity feedback controller,
control loop #1.
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Figure A4-17:
2 4
Figure A4.18:
Accelerometer #3, impulse response, velocity feedback controller,
control loop #1.
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Accelerometer #2, impulse response, velocity feedback controller,
control loop #2.
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time (seconds)
Figure A4-19: Accelerometer #3, impulse response, velocity feedback controller,
control loop #2.
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Figure A4-20: Actuator #2, impulse response, velocity feedback controller, control
loop #2.
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1
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time (seconds)
Figure A4-21: Accelerometer #1, impulse response, velocity feedback controller,
control loop #2.
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20
Figure A4.22: Accelerometer #2, impulse response, both velocity feedback
controllers.
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Figure A4-23: Accelerometer #3, impulse response, both velocity feedback
controllers.
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Actuator #2, impulse response, both velocity feedback controllers.
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Figure A4-25:
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Modified plant, accelerometer #2, impulse response, no control input.
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Modified plant, accelerometer #3, impulse response, no control input.
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Figure A4-28: Modified plant, accelerometer #3, impulse response, both nonlinear
controllers.
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Figure A4.29: Modified plant,
controllers.
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Figure A4-30: Modified plant, accelerometer #2, impulse response, both velocity
feedback controllers.
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Figure A4-31: Modified plant, accelerometer #3, impulse response, both velocity
feedback controllers.
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Figure A4-32: Modified plant,
controllers.
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